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(
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teachers happ ly working together in a new way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

.
, .

In 1972, the OccupationarResearch. ;Unit_of the.North Carolina
4 DepartMent of Public Instructidn wrote a project proposal titled

"Women in the World of Work", to be funded under14-t C; Section' 131
(b) of'P.L. 90-576. The proposal was inspired,by the increasing
number,of women entering the work force, by widespread research
showing that women tended to work.in'low paying johl, an& by the
uphage.of'the 1972 EduCation Amendment, of.which Title IX

prohibited discrimination on the groundi of sex.
-,

4, 0
Tn 1972, enrollment statistic's showed that NorthkCarolina

folltwed the same patternseen throughouthe country: 61 Occupational)
Educational courses had over 90 percent male enrollment,
19 had over 90 percent female enrollment, and only 68 were mixed:
Furthermore, the single-sex classes contained 90 percnt of the
students.' By Ally, 1974, when the project actually began, .the
figures were substantially unchanged:

A. ORIGINAL OBJECTIVES REDEFINED

.

The original Objectives were (a) to de'velop a model for eliminating
barriers to occupational training for women, and (b) to assess employer's'
attitudes and identify ther employment barriers-that would limit :-

women's opportunities. In 1974 these object&es were changed in
several ways.

. -First,'becau'se the project as finally implemented had a,smaller.
Staff than originally projected, it was necessary to_reduce the scope
of the proiect. We decided. to -drop the objectives relating to employ-
'ment barriers, large1Y-because Local Directors of Occupation Education
seemed to feel. these Were a less immediAte problem than the attitudes.

of.teechers. and'students. ,
-

4

.

it. . ' We. therefore decided to focus entirely
.

on the Occupational
Education programs themselves. .

...-

. ,. _
, : Second, ,a change which broadened the Project to-include occupational

restrictions placed on,b s and men. aWe found widespread-rejection of
a project aimed only at. g rLs: "You're doinpexactry-i--what you're

telling qs not to do". Fu , it seemed impossible to .eliminate
stereotypes about women witho also undeptanding and eliminating
stereotypes about men. .

.
- ,

.

--
.

. .

,

men,
. . ,.

___ 'If we were goings to include wg had to renama the project:
"New Pioneers" was chosen in recognition that students who venture into
an occupational course previously limited to membefs of the opposite
sex are indeed .pioneering. .

.1 o
.... 74

-- .- _ p ,
.
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Third, an area which, after some debate, we did not change::
Becauselof our reduced staff, it might have Lae sems9 to.dbandon.
the statewide, effort and aimfor a restricted. "pilot project." We

.deCided te, stick to thekbriginl_plan.:Qvr. rationale:
a. Every LEA will have a fewpeople'rtady'for change. An

across- the - board, effort should+alloW=iii 43,i them to ...-

k take advantage of a-changing osysteni. , .

. /b. Those who were n. ot yet ready to chinge'mighf likely need.
more, years than the project had t4 givet Better to ,set

.
mechanisms, in train that would continue, "rather than
pour all our energy into a place that might abiorb only a
little, at this -time. .

c. The agency. itself, though more toward ,service

than regulation or supervision (North Carolina is
different, from some other states in this way) does have

. a great deal of leverage. With the support of the state's
,ItopIdministration, a small staff and a_smaIl budget
shoul&l:be able to have an impact. Therefore, one of-tlie

central questions of this project became: How can we.use the'
system to reform thesystem?

'$...\

.

. EXPECTED'AND ACTUAL' PRODUCTS

.

J.,

kA

The three Original expected products wte a position pappr on the.
status of women in occupational education and in the labor force in . .

.North Carolina, strategic model far change in'the educational system,
an inservide prograreto.implemerit this model. 'Here too, changes were

in or'.der. ,... :
. . &

.
,..

By great good Jock, tip publications* appeared in North Carolina ,
during the' early months of the project, which presented most forcefully,
the status of women in the labor and education worlds bf Forth Carolina.
We therefore decided to concentrate on the strategic model for change'
and the ineervice program. *.

.

. _
Actual _products were: .

a. After one year's effort, enrollments were encouraging:
...

nearly 1000.more girls in Agriculture; 1300 more'boys in
HoMe Economics; 700 more girls in Trade and Industrial'

.

Education, and substantial increases in Industrial Arts.
.

. *
and Occupational Awareness. In the second year, Agricul-
ture rose to over 1700 and Home Economics to covet 2100.
There were no significant changes in Health Occupation,
Business and Office Education or DistAbutive Education. PI'

ItLIMINATING SEX DISCRIMINATION IN SCHOOLS: A SOURCE BOOK. Raleigh;

North Carolina: Departmeht od,Publie Instruclion, 1975.

THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN NORTH CAROIJNA, 1974% Raleigh, North Carolina:

Norfh,CaroAina Commissibn on the Education and Employment of Women.

-

ti
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INTRODUCTION, -;;z .3.
e.

. .

.

The strategiop-model5and training materials for a "riple
effect." in-service program', with.repiesentatives from 74
:(out of 148)fAs trained. As of March 1977, courses had .

'been. taught ih 51 LEAs,directly reaching over' 1700 teachers.
c. 4The'eight-point New PloneerA phiiosophical,approach, usable

,with anY model.
A variety o print'and media produces:

-"I'm Glad I'm A She': I'm Glad I' A He:°` 25- minute
filmstrip, designed t,o sho'T.4 teachers-what sex bias:Ia,

how it hurts. children, any what to do about
(200 copies).

-"The Effects Of Sex Bias On Gittls And Womeri With

Special:Needs," 15-minutp slide presentation oft needs

of disadirantaged,girls qdpy).

-Advisor list of instructional' media for non-sexist

/
materials, 2I pages. Annotated bibliography; mailed
to al'1,schbol librarians. /

-A variety of handouts,fmost taken from other sources.
-Several articles published locally or nationally op
various aspects of sex bias in the working world. '
7Seyemprbgram arda'plans for reducing sex bias. -
-126 local plans f*,,teducing,sex bias prepared by Local
Directors of Occmpational Educatioil.
-The ten lesson training

. .

.C. FINDINGS

4

. .

1. .A'STATEWIDE SYSTEMIC 'EFFORT CAN WORK.

It is indeed jossible for two people, with a modest budget'
'(approximately $40,000 per year') and with Strong administrative

backing, to'use the leverage of-the state education.agency to
- ,

effect institutional change. ,

.

Some of the access points we found most useful:,
the legal requirements ofTitle IX, which are the main
reason many people, especially administrdtors, are .

interested In sex
.

:access to `state staff (Curriculum Stecialists, Field Support'
Spebialists on Federal Requitements,,Area Directors of-
Vdcational Education), who have wide impact on locar .

administrators and teachers:
access to Local Directors,of Vocational Education,,, who
,direct the local programs and prepare an. annual plan

'to meet federa.1requirements. f

=access to many,regular meetings and conferences,. such as
regional FHAconferences, the Occupatidnal Education
Teachers' Summer Confgrence, meetings of North barorIna"
Agsociation of EduCators, tpe*Scbool Boards Asciciaiion,-etc

-state certification tegulations...that,teachers must acquire a

certain number of.ingervice educatiopal experiences in order
to renew their teaching licenses).

.

, .
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k

. -advisory lists on instructional which are

' mailed annually by the :Material's Review and EValuatioh

4 Center to all school libraries..
,

agency print and media resources for developing
cassette filmstrips, handouts, training' .. -

.materials, etc. t

-financial resources and Depaitment'of Public
Instruction's reputation to attract workshop
participants. -'

,
,, .

... -the visibilit, of being a prbject....director on the state.

staff, which gave many opportunities for publicizing
the project and its'goals,-mos't notably a large number
,of speaking invitations and opportunities to publish

.

'articles. Though these opportunities donot. fit neatly
r into an implementation-model, they sbould not- be

neglected, s they'create a network of informed individuals

.
and institutional good will which complements more
organized efforts.

. .

. v
v. -,°

With each activity of the New PioneerA Program, we made no '....,

effort to be selective, but rather took a blanket approach, ask4ng
for program plans, from ev,pry program area, local 'plans from eyery

LEA, and so forth. We never got everything we asked for, but in
.many cases, we got more than we expected.

.

. ..

k

.

Further, we discovered;that theTe were no demographic factors
that'would help us predict wirere an effort.41.reducei'sex stereo-
typing in OccUpational EducaElon would succeed: In(fact, the

project exploded geographic, raeial and ethnic stereotypes. We

had blacks and whites and'men and women among bot% our enthusiasts
' and our detractors. Many small rural LEAs did more thah the big
cities, and)some'of our best programswere in the "conservative!'
coastal plains and 'mountains, while'othef 'counties with highly
"liberarurrePutations did little.

,

2. TRAINING TRAINERS CAN WORK'
'let

.t

successful .progrant is not, a§, some feared, dependent on rare

"', leadeiship qualities. Our trainees were great people, and it was
clear that the loRal systems had often sent their best. Neverthe-

..

, less, most of them were,ostrarght froM the class room, and totally
unfamili'ar with sex bia But those who-had good support from
dieii central offices ran,terrific.programs. They and their
teachers glowed with enthusiasM, and thenumbers of people involved
were clearly way beyond what our staff could ever do directly.

. . .
. ,

3. NEARLY ANY SYSTEM N WORK, WITH THE RIGHT APPROACIi.
Pi

As we began'po implement the program, we discbver0 something'
unforeseen by .the'project proposal: our organization, strategies
and activities were far less,important than the'subAantive and

d, .
.

, ..

I
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INTRODUCTION

philosophical approach we used. In fact, "some Apparently

reasonable approaches practically guaranteed us,a hostile

reception, while others rewarded us with a warm welcome.,

Thus we reached .our major conclusion: we suspect that 'any-

well- though -out system will work, with A few dedlicate4,

people to York it, if the right approath'is used.

Our eight touchstones were: w ,

a. Distinguish between sex discrimination `and sex bias

b. Keep a'balanced piogram: inc/udb men

c. Start at the beginning put issues before answers

d. Suit the presentation to the audience-

e. Be 'open and direct with students abciut sex bias

f, Stay away .trom quotas

g. 'Never laugh at anyone

h. Laugh as much as possible with others, at yourself

May they bring you ,the good ,luck they brought us.

r

4
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II. THE. STORY OF NEW PIONEERS

A. OUR PLACE IN THE SYSTEM

Ih"Nol-th Carolina, Occupational Education is one. division in

the Progeam Services,areaGof the gepartment of Public Instruction,
organizationally equal with the Division of Languages, Social-_

,Studies, Early Childhood, etc. This organilatiori'refleces, the

fact that all our high schools are comprehensive, 'with no separate
fY vocational schools.

1

Figure I is a,chart of.the Division of Occupational Education.
New PionLrs functioned as a raugh e4Uivalent to a program arAr
with the director working most clo'sely with the Chief Consultants,
and, through the Area, Directbrswith_the Local Directors in each
Locil Educating Agency (LEA).

,*
/

Though we were funded by the OccuPational Reeearch,Uqit, and
therefore accountable to,them, our project officer did not exercise
a daily supervisory role, but rather one of consultation, advice
and consent.

Lan ua Math

(Figure

State Superintendent

Instructional Services

Oc cupational Edubation

Childhood

DireoOr

II
Field S6 ort lipid 'Services

Extension

. Area D

etc:..

Occu ational 'Research

CurriculuL Design Development \\

NV.NEW PIONEERS1

H.Ec.

Local Director's

t.

OE
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, B. WORKING WITH THE STATE STAFF

" :1. -DEVELOPING OUR APPROACH, PLANS AND ACTIVITIES ,

- )
The summerof 1974'was spent setting up the office, staffing)

. (' redefining the gOaIsof Xhe project and renaming it, and.trying

to learn the system and
r

get to knOw everyone.- ., r'

r .,

.
,

By August 'we were ready to.begin. 'One piece ofsadvice was

offered on all sidesr. "Keep it simple. No one wants to'be

preached at. Give people simple,,practical strategies they can
take.home and use tomorrow." 'That sounded good, so in August

we broke the'ice by issuing two memos to all the staff, one On ',

.
'Strategies for oPenihlup all progfams to all students) and'one *,

. di

on non-sexciClanguage. These memos were short, positive,

practical, and to -'the -point --r-but the wttersof the division

-closed over'them without a ripple. _

Something inore was needed.

1
,

.

.,As we met With each program area staff, it became cleat that

eir situations were yeti different: In most Trade and Indumprial

uoat,i.on and Agriculture programs, the problem was to increase

theirAemale enrollment. For Health Occupations, Home Ec6nomics,

:Business and Office Education add Trade and Indus rial's CoSmeto-

,'
logy,-.Ehe problem was to attract boys.' ,These easlalso heeded

4 to think about how to help girls strengthen their self-image,, and

take themselves-seriously as wagOainers. Although all areas,

did. have somejrograms that wez'e mixed already, such as Trade and

Industrial's Industrial Cooperative "tiai.ning and Agridultuie'S

Horticulture Programs, Distributive Education was the .only division

with'a ',generally,mixed enrollment. This could enable it to

concentrate on building self-:image for girls, and,helping_koth boys

aad girls workout the problems of sex stereotyping in the- working

world. Clearly, the same strategies. were nOt going to work for

everyone.
'

Therefeyre, in au, qifort to get everyone more'involved, and,

recognizing thatabtrvit.i.es mutt be tailored to e'ch program

area, during the LIT]. of 1974 we askedeach program staff to,

develop itI own plan to eliminate'sex bias. We provided guidelines

and suggestions,, and offeredto, work closelylvith each group.'
A,

This' request, which represented a good dealof work, was net

with varying degrees of.passive.an4 nbt so passive resistance. *

Some people felt.fhey had no problem, some'people liked things

the-way they were, but the principal resistance was to a commitment:

of time and effort for something, they were not sure was important.

This resistance was:most'freqUenEty'exprlised-as, "Understand, .

I'm all.for i .. But yau're piling(priorities on top of priiarities,a,:.

We cant do everything."

.9.
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0' f i %

We began to get a stronger and stronger picture that .people
did not under\tand the problem, did not share the goal, and wanted
no parCof anything that,looked like an artificial quotas game.

.
So, despite strong backing from the Division leadership, the
plans were not getting written.

4 . .

Then, ill. February of 1975,, we were given two hciiirs at a'full

division meeting of all 65 consultants_ The prdspect of,two hours

$
on TitleIX medefaces fall, so we hastened'to explain tgilat we not

talking about.legalcomplianct, but rather about the sociology of

sdx bias: What is sex,tias? How do you know it when you see it?

What does it do to children, psychologically and professionally?
And only then, what do you do'about it?

This session was a major 'turning point. It gave us our first

glimpse of the 'intensity, often followed by excitement or relief,
on people's faces as they realize that eliminating sex bias is

not merely compliance with an apparently capricious law, but provides

real answersto real problems which thy may have never before'

connected with sex stereotypes. .

During the coffee break afterwards, one bright, pretty and
previously very resistant woman said, "Now 'I understand what you'te

allabout!," She most have spoken for others, becaute now the plans
l ..

began to get written,

During the spring, We continued informal contact with individu 1
4

staff members, The next formal contact'was in April, part of the

-fiep teseing,of our filmstrip (described in detail later on). The

filmstrip wat seen and evaluated by the entire staff and there was
only one strongly negative response. Clearly, attitudes had changed

. over the wiiiter.

In the -summer, he Occupational Educati6n Division's principal
activity it an annual statewide conference for teachers: New Pioneers

. was part of the programs for Home Economics, Health OCcuPations,
Business and Office Education, and Occupational Exploration. (It's

interesting to note which areas took thelead). Teachers pay their

own way to simmer conferences which means that not all attend. Howeveri
there were prObablN,000 teachers from all parts of North,:Carolina
in 4ur.sessions.

The Noral Carolina State Fair, held in October1975, always,
features a variety of exhibits by vocational programs from all 'over

he state. 1975 the theme was "Equal Education Opportunk,ties for '

. Men,and Women:'. Though some of the exhibits showed no particular
awareness of the themt,,ncontwas offensively stereotyped,. and some
did an excellent job of making a bdlanced presentation'or.ghowing
photographs,of boys and'girls in nontraditional occupations.

4
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;During the 'fir st yeir;'we.also spoke to Future Homemaker* of
Aierica rallies,' wrote articles for newsletters, met with the
Business ana Office Educhtion Advisory Council, spoke to Delta
Kappa Gambia Chapters, and did Whatever else we could to Cooperate-
with each program area.'

/Duriig-the winter of 75-76, each program area was asked to
update its sex.bia plan. In addition, many had put brief component's'
on sex bias into 'their components of the' federally required State'
Plan for Vocational Education. ,

Ai the January 1976 Staff. DeveloPment Conference, there was the
first clear evidence that New Pioneers had finally jelled for the
division. In a one -hbur segment of the program,' the project director "n
repbrted briefly, on sone'of the statewide activities, and a represen-
tative from each program area shared the approach that they had taken,
and. some of their succeqses. 'The entire division'was awarded a medal
of honor, in the form of in International Women's Year lapel pin,
presented to CharlesLaw, the Director.of the DiNision. The atmosphere
was warm and happy, and it was clear that nearly everyone there felt ..

--very good.abouf their own participation in the program. Theevaluation
showed almost unanimous approval (our one negative holdout was sten
there), and we got a higher rating than many,other parts of:the t ree
day conferencei.'

Perhaps one incident will show the.cohesiveness that had taken a
year-ind'a half to develop. At the banquet we were shown a draft of
a television program to ba aired during Vocational Education Week.
Though the prollucei had been made aware of the New Pioneers Program,
the, film vieull of strong sex stereotypes and sexist language.
During the showing of the film, at least eight people caught the
project director's eye to shake their heads dishpproviagly or 'make a
thumbs clown gesture. During the discussion session, it was notahe,
but a sale consultant who raised the question of...805 etereotipes.,
Whin the producer said defensively that there pictures reflected.
reality{ that he couldn't take any other kind in the schybls, there
was universal, rejection of that thebry. We tried briefly to explain
to him why, it latteredi and that it di not haid to find good
examples, 6Ut,we'didet press the point. After the session broke -up, -

one consultant went out of,hiswiy to say, "Amanda, I've disagreed with'
a lot of things you'vesaid in the last -year, but you !ere surely right
tonight!" At long last, we had achieved the point where New Pioneers
was no longer "Amanda's program," but was,truly the division's. I.._

Field work_ occupied. most of'Ous attention through tha-411;g of
1976, and the next big formal participation we fild with the division
was at the Summer Conference in the programs for Trade. and Inddstrial,
Agribulture,_and Distributive Education, and Occupational Exploration.
In addition, the section on Disadvantaged.and Handicapped-had prepared
4 filmstrip on'the special problems of disadvantaged girls, which
Was'a feature of their conference prograt. Thus over the two years,
NeirPfbneers was part Of every program area's summer 'conference at least
once, ana'twice for Occupational Exploration. ../4" 40 .
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2. THE PROGRAM AREA PLANS
Mut of the plans'had some elements ommon. 'These will be

discuOied .first, followed by the specific rogram area. For a

full list of items to,be covered in a`pr ram plan to reduce sex

bias, see Recommendations, section C.

a Collecting Enrollment Statistics . ' --I

...... This Seemed tike the logical place' o'begin.,
,

How could each

staff focus its efforts or measure it /success withOut knowing the

numbers? Yet this proved to'be touch territary,"because consul-

tants, edministrators and teachers w e,leary of anything that

smacked of arbitrarily placing stude'tsjn-occupational classes

P- in order to meet 'quotas. This fear seemed to be based on two

historical faCts: 1
r .

Teachers knew that they did ii the past coerce students

by sex. "I'm sorrySusi , yo, may not take Industrial

Arts. It's for boys."
Racial integration had n ma y cases involved mixing'classes'

according to a specific for la in .order to achieve a racial

balance. Therefore,tte che s envisioned that school
administrators would b- say ngto students, "Susie, Title IX
is heie, so you're goi g to be a plumer."\ N

We tfied to sugge'st tha if chooll genulely madejt cleai to,

-.....
all students that all class s-we e open, gave Susie a chance to

discuss changing roles of en a d women, and to find. out the

advantages of being.a plum er a well as the advantages of being
.

a secretary; that then Sus e.wo ld be -free to make a genuine)

informed choice. She shou d no more fee4- coerced to be a ',number

in-order to be differente han he should feel coerced to be a
.r.

.,

secretary because of tradi ion. ,...,

b. Staff In-Service
-V1z

w plans dealt direc iy w th'the'issne of staff inservice,'
leailg that to the initi tive of the /ew Pioneer's staff. This

subject must not be bzerl ()Iced as consultantsdo need an oppor-
tunity to learn the requi emen s of the law and the implications
of sex.stereotyping and b'as s ecificallYras they relate ,o their
program area, before the can plan effectively Or implem.erit..changes.

, -

Check Lists And Other Ma ageni nt Tod-As

'several subject Aces use a cheCk fist for consultants in field
work, and these sUbject,area added' News. Pioneers to the list, thereby

assuring that the quest on o sex stereotyping would be broughte'
Aenever state consult, is w rked with teachrrs." This

4

simple alteration of t e sy.eem was one off4ur"most effective,
procedures. We cannot over emphaLze the importante of haviAlg

1

state consultants inc rpor e the goals:of the New Pioneers Program
tinto their daily work, in ddition to Waving special presentatio0
- on the__ subject of se ster otyping.

,

c.
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d. Brochures
Several program a eas planned to redesign their own brochures

with anfeie to elimina ing sex stereotyping. Unfc4tunately,,

printiO budgets were ch that few brochures were rewritten during

the-fi*Ot two years of New Pioneers Project, but this strategy

will likely be implement d o r-the years.' It is importatf that

such brochures state open y tha 11 programs. are open to' both

sexes? and.have pictures o men an' omen working side by:side, if

possible. Simply removingsingre sex plications does eliminate

overt bias, but.does not, re ssure a student uncertain of their

welcome.

.13.

at

e.' Facilities w.

This is one area where Ti le IX is rer1 specific, And many

consultants were apprehensive of'real problems here, which would

cost money to fix. ,
llowtveriwith the'exception of !inadequate

toilet facilities in some shop buildings, facilites were not a

major problem. The principal-use fiiness of this-topis.sgemed to

be that sate consultants were no longer willing to accept inade-

quate facilities being an adequate excuse excluding girls

from vocational programs.

Instructional Materials
This was the first idea that occurred\to most people, but they

were frustraeed_to discover that eliminating all biased materials
4 would` like! moan eliminating most mal(e-kials. Some consultants

91/

ended up ,feeling that this strategy,was a waste of time, as no

unbiase materials seemed to be available. However, examining tilt'

Materials was-useful way for them to become aware of how lopsided ,

their offerings, were, and they, will probably now recognize and .

welcome unbiased materialS when these finally do become available.

Already, Occupational Exploration is using an extremely progressive

set of introductory materials, a point which they ar proud of and

point:Out frequently. t..
--

Several consultants'" did indicate that they had 'discussed with

venders and publishers their concern over the lack of unstereotyped

materiels'. One man said he -found it an excellent way to get rid

of salespeople:.

A mote creative approa ch to tile problem of biased books is to

develop upbeat suggestions for teaching Rut them, such as adding

'tr., pictures of pioneering Workers, or pointi g out and discussing the

changing employment Opportunities, so that'otudents are notrsubcon-

sciously.undermined. This can be done ligh y. There is no need

to ,condemn the book -- just bring it up to da e;

g. Course Titles And Descriptions ,

While it was a useful exercise -Cor all staffs\to examine their
r

course titles, changes were really necessary only
\
ttith Bachelor-a. --

Home Economics.,- Traditional, courses had not customrily had sex

bound titles, but were simply called Carpentry I.:or Typing 1.
',

Course descriptions, however;,had sometimes specifietsex, or used a

'7N.....::

sex specific pronoun, and these needed changing.

.

- .

1:7
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h. Rale Models , r
...-,

. One of, the major-aif ipplties o f reducing occupational I

Sk

4 stereotypes is theabse 'e of oldtf people of Onels own sex

to identify with. Thi lack leads bath students and adhlts to

tear loss of ferninini (.or,masculinity. It is therefore

crucial to provide st 8,ents,,with models that they can relate

to. The more variet the hettert they don't all have to be good
looking (which simp'y-promotes phe "Superwoman /man" stereotype).

e
As they traveled, ome/Poh;ultants began to collect a(fi).e of

i

clippings; names '.d./lob descriptions as examples and possible

speakers, and' Of n Dropped in the New Pioneers office to report

their latest dish very. i /

.
()

-/

i. Awareness Of T acher:W
,

'

Most plan fotuged heavily on teacher attitudes, as was

- appropriate. MOSIOanned to make available information on,the

.
contents of irleax, and to discuss why their programs might be

.attractive q;members of the opposite sex, giving teachers
shggestions 4s to,how they could overcome the stereotyping present
in their'sphools.' However, many of the more formal objectives
and activitioc for preparing catefials for teachers on sex bias .

in a:spepific,program area are still to be implemented.

i

j. -Yopth'Clubs A 'ft .

.Thclugh all subOcts mentioned involving yo th tlubs in the

New Pioheers Prdgram, little came of this str tegy: f Some efforts

were made to insure that the youth clubs did.not discriminate,'

and the Home Economips'staff did. arrange to have a slide presen-

if Cation on sex stereotyping shoWn to all the FHA rallies, but,most -

clubs did not actually 'get involved with the subject of sex.

stereotyping and its relevance to their:work. This still seems

an important area to-phrsue in the future, as peer pregsure is one

.

of the most important influences that prevent students from

nontraditional enrollment.
.

k. Teacher Edu tion II\

Most plans indicated they planned to work with teacher educators

on programs to elirllipae sex stereotyping, but to my knowledge,

.most activity was la hoc. It is an impqrtant fochi for the future.

1
.'.
..AdyisorY Councils:

Efforts were made by all subject areas to increase representation

of both,sexes-on their statewide advisory councils. Only one subject

.

council

area, Di4ributivxEducation, was able to involve their advisory
.

meaningfulwin their New' Pioneers efforts. This advisory

council was helpft in commenting on the types of material-they

felt the state Staff should produce, and in producing good role

Models as amples, such as women store .managers.

18
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m. Newsletters And Trade Magazines
Publishing items about New Pioneers in state-published

newsletters was e popular strategy, and

A(

ne cif the most
successful. State Consultants also of / en had access to national
trade journals, and through their efforts articles about New
'Pioneers were published in Agricultural Education, Journal of
Home Economics, AmeriCan Vocational Journal unity College

cl,

Review, High School Journal, Federal Educa on Project ''r

Newsletter, and Education of the States New letter.

n. Possible Problems And Objections
4 There was a good deal of'informal discussion of problems

that might arise in mixing enrollments. Probably, the state
staff should give'more organized attention to this area, so that

, they could'either dispel concerns or provide solutions when
3local teacher's are apprehensive. For example, many teachers
feared enrolling girls in boys' classes would cause discipline
problems. In fact, the presence of girls tended to improve
behavior and motivate boyg-to work harder - an outcome the
state staff could and did advertise.

3. DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR THE PROGRAM AREAS .

Each program area focused on a) identifying its own situation
with regards to sex stereotypes b) developing solutions. Some

of the most interesting-solutions dealt with thinking through
why the "opposite" sex might be interested in their program. In
many cases this was a high* satisfying process, because it led
some consultant to feel better equipped to explain why anybody
might be intere ted!. .-

a. Occupational loration
The pre-voCa ional programs are the most important in t

influencing stud nts' career choices and they seemed to embrace.
mixed programs ea ily. Our best middle-grades programs move
nearly all studen s in the seventh and eighth grades through a .

15-cluster, hands .n experience. Girls and boys' take everythinge, ,

in mixed gropps. be Occupational ExploratiOn staff eagerly used.'
statistics on working women, and emphasized the theme on lifetime
pranning.ifv everyone. They used our filmstrip, and adopted a new
series of highly'unstereotyped materials. As most programs were ,/
already mixed, therewere no significant enrollment changes.

b. Indus6ri&1 .Arts 6".

Used A-similar approach. However, as'Industrial Arts
enrollment had been heavily mate, we were pleased that their
enrollment of girls increased by 313 the first year.

S

ti
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c.- Home Economics . ..'.-

Although some Home Economists are rel s ant to accept boys in (

their progiams, and are deeply \concerned a the prospect of lost
traditions; it is our experienc that most re.more Aware and pore
supportive of changing sex role in Americ n society than'agy other
element of the school populatio . It is il'i Home Economics.Classes

such as Family Life that the cha ging famil: and work roles are

4
already an accepted part of the urriculum, and "Dual Career" is
a standard phrase which recognizes that a w'f10.ng wife often faces
double duty:-.It is only a short step to rec "Inizing that more

;;
and more working husbands also have dual car rs. The transition
to mixed piograms was eased for both teacheriAnd-students by the .

"Bachelors' Home Economics" classes, which art know illegal,, Many
people have been reluctant to give them up,.butthey are now being .%
opened to,girls, under such titlei, as Independent Living, or being._

'absorbed into An integrated "Mtroductory Home .Economics,"

In many cases, therefore, Home Economic teachtrs did not per-
,

ceive'New Pioneers as a_threat but rather as,a welcome reinforcement
for what they were already tiO.ng to do. The statgilstaff was most

,supportive, publishing articles in their newsletter, commissioning
our first attempt at a filmstrip for their Future Homemakers of,
America rallies, and even arranging for the NeTi Pioneers Director
to speak on,"How Sex BiasICan Ruin Your Marriage" at their nati6nal
convention.

A Home.Economics .effort would best,focus on for ave4: a) to

enroll more bOys in all Home Economics clagses in recogiiil ion of
their increasing roles as husbands and fatbers; b) to stud directly

othe changing family and work roles in AmericanoSociety;.4
.encourage girls to recognize the importance of developing'A
vocational identity in additional to their Bomestic identi4ri and
d) to recruit boys into Child development-and child care clagses.,
This last is important not Only to-increase job options foriboys,
and CO prepare them better to be parents, but als8 because
these boys provide vital role models for young children. -1'
It is clear that, teen /ged boys cannot easily relate to an occupation
they view as "women's work." However; it is both honest and
effective to appeal to their interest in people while reinforcing
.their male identity inviting them to demonstrate "How many
different ways, there are to ,be a man."

The success of the approach seems indicated by an increased male
enrollment of trout 11246 the first year and1Wmore the second.

d..Distributive Edu ation
Digtributive Education has more mixed clauses than anypther

subject area. Th refore, recruitment is not of primary concern
to Distributive Education, with the possible exception of Fashion
Merchandising, which does tend to be heavily female, and the Petrp-

'' leum Marketing (service station) programs, which are male.

20
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-Skilled trades lend themselies to-partime or self-employMent,
crucial for a woman who has to.carry the entire respon-:
sibiIity for children and home,' A moman may find she can
make more money working part' be as an electrician than
full time as a sales clerk,'and thus meet her traditional
family duties better'by taking an unvaditional job.

T&I had a femal e increase of'about 700 the fiist year,
with an additional 300 the second year. _

f. . . 4

Although the stereotypical AgriculturgApecher,may be the most
traditional of ail, Agriculture teaChers.egemea-to find the in-
clusion of girli in'their programs much easith to accept than the
T&I teachers. ThisInay have been because.girls had already been
coming. into the,0,i,npmental Horticulture and Outdoor_ Recreation and
Applied Ecology Cairses.in some numbers, which made it relatillbly
easy for Agriculture teachers to imagine opetting all-of their
programs ,to them. Or it' may be because.worenahave iri fact alw4ys.
done farm work: In any 'case, the Agriculture plan was the only
one that gave itself a numerical goal' in the first year,.they,
planned to enroll 1000 more girls. We protested thTt they might
be setting themselves 19 for faiturg, but in fact 'they had 916.more
sirls'thefirst year, and another 800 the secondr

g. ftealth Occupations

This` area is perhaps the least problematic of all. Our Health
OccupAion.Programs are relatively new, and they haV4 made

.

considerable-efforts to enroll boys from the beginning. Tie only
places where this seemed difficult was where administrators had
begun the program specifically because "we need something for the
girls :m

.

. ,,
.. . . .

Health Occupation put several articles in their newsletter,
"Vital Signs", and the Health Occupation ch*f,c6hsultant
definitely gets the upo ciai prize for th best-use of nonsexist
language! ' , 4 5.#

, .
5 .

However, enrollment is still about 83% female, which makes
it appropriate for Health Occupation effortOto focus also on
strengthening girls' self-image and their ability to take.
themselves seriously professionally. There'was no significant

ollenrm .

enrollment Change.
.

4
/h. Busine-a---MIA Office Education .

-f _ r

BOEIconcentrated on recruiting more boya into its programs,
but it As the unscientific opinion of the New Pioneers Director ,

that it. is harder to .teach a oy shorthand .than to tgaih a girl,
. to lay block. Except for p rsonal typing'end_04Ounting, the

21.
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a

rigidities ofthe secretarial profesbion make it continue to,
1),e undesirale to.boys, and inckeasiwgly so for girls. ReSl .

,chinge7in tffis area will not come about -untrl industry takes.
`-the. lid 'off allowing secretaries "to move up into management

'4nd.bgegins recognizing thelpresent executive skilf),-of secrer-
tries with appropriate:Fglaiiv. Pardoxically, these
changes will be easier as more me come into the profession .

we fleet to Change the direction of'he Spiral. °

EEfoorts in BOE focused on: \
44

. . c,

.

- -Understanding the structure rthe pofession, and
the systdmic changes requir to improve it'd' '1

-Helping/girls to take themselves seriously .

professionally to.develop as independent individuals,
. and to 'overcome some of'the ways feminine socialization
might lion them, back. , ' ' ! ....)

'-The'devplopment of a business and management course,
lAich it was considered would appeal more to boys
than the previous offerings; and would pen new doors.

-.lsrgito
?

_

. Articl.es oh the first two areas ("Only,A Sec?etaryl",and
"Prepare To Be A Liberated Secretary") were liublidhed in the
F.B.L.A..Business Leader and the NCBEA Bulletin statewide
newsletters, and these articles becathe the basis for BOE
Teacher . workshops: /.

,.-

-

41,

c,

An important Spin-off from the BOE articles't a'series'of
workshops for the Department of Public Instruction secretaries,
,which turned out'to be of-real value.

.

First, many secretaries had been suspiciou'd, of the'pw
Pioneers program. When they felt included, even championed,
their,ateitudes changed. qt's no secret that stcretdries have
considerable influence on those they work with, and their improved

a

attitude helped us with their consultants: (Not always, though.
'dnd'outcome of the workshops was some redistribUtion of office
house keeping, which was not always popular!) p

a
f,

A more"formal result was the formation of the Professiona l
'Office_Personnel Committee, which hat' a variety of goals aimed '"

at improving the status of'the clerical staff: The committee
25 or 30 members and is working on a procedure manual, and'
investigating the creation of mid- managemen t jobs.

4

a

f
i. Disadvantaged And Handicapped ,

.

Th*.consultant for D&H did not prepare a formal plah. However,

- the special needs of disadvaAtaged girls weIe ohe of the main :\ ,

tncthes of the New Pioneer project, and were the subject of a
slide presentation and teachingthodule. Her the need was hot so )

,much to recruit students as to establish a need in the mincN of
teachers:

1 . .-1,,
,

*
_ t
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A woman from a culturally or economically 'disadvantaged .

bacAround is in a double hind when she looks. fors a job:

untrained in the skilled trades because they are Unladylike,

unable.to.iet a lady1.ike job because she is unladylike.
.

.' .

. . ..
,

.

Most specially funded D&H programs are predothinantly 'pale.'

Most-disadvantaged girls are taking general academic subjects

and Consumer HomeMaking, faithfully preparing to be middle v s,

class' housewivs. If they are getting any.specAal attention,
n.

the main effort may.be to.improve their grammar Ind'manners -

to. fie them for a ladylike job which max.i.pay'very poorly.

How muct..better if they, were rearniog 4 Nsilled'craft, whith . .

would let hem'mgce enough to keep bread (4the table,.kgep ':

their-families.together, an.4-stay off Welfare: _If' they choose,.

they can get to be middle class on their own time. .

4. SUMMARY OF'STATE LEVEL EFFORTS
The strategy within the state agency, as to combine indivdumal

1
,

written plans by each program area, with/a steady but not heavy

diet of presentations at staff meetings,and conferences. After

two'yegrs, most state consultants seem to ,feel chat the biggest

impact" of the New Pioneers Program .for them has beensone' of 4

awareess,'rather,than actual changes in prOcedures. It is our

'1?;feeling that they'Ma'y have changed, their procedues and their

approach,more thslothey realize., In any case, they areinow

to recognize the stereoty0es, alid have reached the pint whIre they
,

are outraged when they ,see.9tereotmpicmiaterials.produced byl'other

divi§ldhin the agency,. They have accepted that sex stereOtyping

is a genuine and interesting problem, and when the occasion arises,

tney,do something about it.

4..
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C., WORKING WITH THE `LOCAL DIRECTORS

. .. / ;.
. .

The second major access pant of. the Occupational Education
strecture as the fact that every LEA in the state has-an
pccupational ducation Director Orelanner.. This providee a
Wilt-in network of loca contact whichhas no counterpart in any
other part.of the agency FuftKer, a major part of the Local
Director's' job'igto prep re,an,annual plan to be submitted 'to
,the federal goveihment as dart 0.f the state plan for vocational
/education. This,means that they are-experienced planners, and
that they are in the habit of looking to Raleigh f9r guidance.
Althou'gh /we cannot tell them what to da (except in cases of legal

req4Egments) they,are responsive. The Loc4a Directors meet monthly
in regional meetings, so that they areieasily accessible. *le

e)Fistencg 'ofthis network is the reason why New Pioneers had a
,

wide impact. ' . i

1. GETTING ACQUAINTED AND ESTABLISHING NEEDS ,

In the fall of 1974, we made around of all eight of the
oregiaal Loc'arDireciors' Meatingq,, explaining the goals of the
New Pioneers Program, and pasgh4g out the same two memos that had.
been distributed among the State Consultants. These meetings also
cfemonStrated 'that the "simple strategies approach': wasn't going
tp rk. Over and over, came the questions, courteo's but definite.

They
1feared that girls might be enrolled in vocational programs

when they weren't really interested, Yust to meet quotas. They

protested that the presence of girls would: cause-discipline :
.problems, that teachers wouldn't have time to give them thg extra
elp.they would surely need, that they would be taking places from
,deserving boys who would really,use the wining, or that theme was

---..

no pointto all of this because girls weren't interested anyway.,
.Most or-Vheir remarks foctised on pioneering girls they were likely
to dismiss the idea of pioneering boys asunthreatening but implau-

., sibfq. "You-itay get a fewgirfs in Auto Mechanics or Carpentry,
but 3,OU'll never get,a boy in Home Economics!'" Many people saw

\,....

problems of sex stereotypes as being societywide, and didn't see
why vocational ed4atori should'carry the whole load. On the other

hand, there were others who were proud that vocational educatiati
was,taking the lead in a pro ressive area, and there were always a

II
few who were delighted with e whole program, and'said that,
something like this should hav been,done long ago, 'Eventually,

in every group, the deeper issues yore raised: What will this do
to cfamily structure ?, Does this mean,we're all going to be.alik?
Clearly,, our snappy practic41 strategiei were tuning out to be
a.littlei like shooting a lion with a cap pistol.

it was in this firstround of meetings, that the three themes
. _ ,

. that seemed to strike a_positive response with vocational educators'
began to surface: ...

)

a. The importance ofi.ifetime planning .

b. *ions foreveryone
.

c. The special needs of disadvantaged-girls

a

J.

.21.
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During the first week of the pr sect a local piper ran an

article about, a young woman on welfa?E,eher inability to Yind-a

A
decent paying job, and her comment that though she had grown up

on welfare, she had never expected this to happen.to her. She had

always thought everything, would bt all right after she, got

married. This'story illustrated he need for lifctime.planning ,

.0 for both boys and girls and that the disadvantaged suffer Especially

under steveotypes. It rang a bell with the Local Dirdeters as

humanists, as educators, End as taxpaxerS,-and got them thinking

in a new way about wpmee"g vocational needs. Why boys would enjoy

girls' programs, air,VITygirls would enjoy boys' programs, were . .

also fruitful topics and served to re-emphasize that we were

aiming to open new horizons, not coerce stuUnts to meet a quota.o.,

(For an elaboration of the "Three Themes," see AppersdfX A). ,.

, p . .-

-Based on these meetings, we concluded that three thingsigs were

needed before the 1,,Ocal Directors could bg effective:'

-A, method by which' thee Local Directors, independent of

.
the New Pioneers Staff, Could explainwhat sex bias is,'

where it comes from, how youknow it when you see it,

,and how it hurts children. WhEtever we developed had

to be suitable for all tea4ers, not just,vd4tional

teachers, because the LocelfDirectors'insised that

, . they° wOula4 never succeed in at trac tlig nontraditional
-,students into their classes unless they had the support

of the whole school. .
r '

. ,
-.

-Specific suggestionsjor local activities to reduce bias.

-A sm Troup of LEAs that would work with us to help

dev 0 these things before we took.them back to the

entire group. . .. .
-

2. THE PILOT UNITS
InDecember there was a statewide meeting of local Directors.

At this meeting we askedfor volunteers to act as pilots for the

New Pioneers Project. We explained that they would bed establishing

a model for the rest"of the state,,andprOmised.that -each one would

have atleast two days of consultant service -from the New Pioneers'

director.
-

We hoped for 10 volunteers -?to 60 delight, there were seventeen:

We discovered later that the 'pilots volunteered, for -qtpkte a collection

of reasons. Some genuinely thought'it sounded interetting, one

knew his superintendent loved being- experimental, -some wanted the

extra staff help for something they suspected they'd eventually have

to do anyway, and one conservatively reckoned' that if models were

being established, he'd rather establish the model to'be impo4ed

on others, than, have others' imposed-on him;

The involvement of the pilot Local Directors_ included inditiidual

planningessions, field testiRg the filmstrip, implementing their'

plans and sharing their progress with fellow Local Directors, and

sending a representative-to the Summer Training Institution.

25 rr
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.

ye Visited'each.at least twice for planning and ai least
one other activity, such asmaking a presentation to the high :

,
.

school faculty, meeting with thecentral office staff or the-
-

principals' meeting,. meeting with the guidance' counselors, or ..,

speaking to the 'student Career Day.
. - : ..

Evaluating The Filot Process: .

Workinkwith the pilot 'units was valtiable simply because it

gave us a place to start.. Ten uniEi,.regresenting,aft. geographic

areas, large and, small, urban ancirural, were Wilting to-, .

.give it' a try., And a .real vote a thanks goes to them all, even
&
though.they.did'ilor all? in:61e-encl; do a great deai-with'it. Of

the ten involved,.two in effect.drPpped out, three did relatively
little beyond our visits, three did undertake some. further' .

.

activities, and'two really got involved. By the second year of the ..

L program, several other LEAs working on their own had'donemore -,

than some of the pilots:
.

- .

---,1 . .

The mairidlIfereAce between. our "Pilot Prpject" and others

that we read about is that our pilots were only a little ahead of
the otherLEAs. We did not try to complete a full cycle and
evaluate results, before moving to the're3t of the atate,'ut
simply nosed the pi,lzs as forerurine'rg. ..

u . .
.

.
-, , ,

.

The Local Directors5uccesses or failures and their practical

reactions to our suggestions gave us the credibility of being

.'

M

;"ableto quote "real people." ,"In She. by City they're doing so-

and-so" was a ituch stronger stateMtnt:than uWhyridon't you do so-.

and-Ao."' In other words, the picots gaVe us experience; ' ^ ',
f

3 PREPARING ANd'FIELD TESTING THE .FILMSTRIP, "I'M GLAD I'M A SHE,

I'M GLAD I'M k HE"'
In response to the LOcal Directors' need ..for an independent .

way,of explaining sex bias, we commidsioned.a slide show in
December 1974,,tobe prepared by two womei -who had worked with

.
, Lollipop Power, the feminist press in-Chapel Hilt. (See'

. 14.
Appendix'B for the narration)-: , .

t

,, . ':'',

,

; t

1

The slide show was field testedpriMarily at the Local ,

-.,,
Directors' meetings, at faculty meet gs in the pilot units, and

other-events like NCAE and School,. oards Associatlost meetings.

.
At each we, usedin evaluation,-whit asked the viewer to express t

. their fieerinsa about the words and pictures in the presentation. -1
We showed it and changed it, showed 'it 'and Ipanged it this

procesi was one:of the most.fwinatineparis of the entire New
ioneers Project.

.....- Ttle presentation had one grave-fault, and no other audience
in the.world could have pointed it ,ft.t so convincingly. Thelpocal-

Directors, almostall of whom are male, let us know in 410 uncertain

terms that they codsidered it biased against men. At first this
t L.- 1

tIP -OW

- 2'6

--A
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reaction puzzled us, as we knew there was no hostile statement in
the presentations But many felt it implied that sex bias was

fault, that men were consciously trying to put women down,
,that-elen e life was 41 roses. True, there was nothing-that

attacked men, but'neither was there anything which recognized'
that men have suffered *real: ItOs.des as a direct result of

steriptypes..

Other Ajectionq include d many requests for topics to be
added, or comments About certain. phrases that were disconcerting.
We had Made-a concerted effort to make sure that the pictures" we
used were racially'balanced) but one Black person} pointed out
tWat-there were no Black authority figures. We "noticed ourselves

that we had no pictures of Indians. The week before the Indian

slipes were developed, we showed the presentation in Hoke Minty.

' In the audience was a member of the-State Board of Education,
Earl Oxendine, a Lumbee Indian. Afterwards he, came up to shy,'

"I Wish that once, just once, there wbulcl. be just one picture of

one little Indian child in A'State Department presentation."
Sigh. 4t least we could tell him that they were on their way.

After each showing, we changed .both script and slides to

. meet the criticisms. Slowly, there were fewer .-nd fewer comments

that it biased against men, until the day lien one said in

astonishmen , "I'm amazed to sethere's s .'.ut men in here.

It's 60rific!" (It is still not50 -- maybe 6' 40.) Meeting all -

the'objections made, the presentation longer than we pected, and in

its final fqrm it runs 24 minutes. But we did get to the point that_

audiences began to leave with comments such as, "I never thought
of it that way" rather than "I'm sureyou believe in what yoU're doing,
but I can't go among with it."

We.had wanted to produce one slide show'for each of the eight
areas, and keep two for our own use. We discovered that this L
would costa little over $400. It was suggested to us that we check

into making filmstrips instead. A filmstrip sounds expensive, because ,

the first copy costs about $450. After that, however, individual

-filmstrips aie,only'about.$2. lie decided to spend the extra and go

for quantity, and ran into'a major snag: copyright problems., The
original slide show was full of picture's taken #om magazines and
,textbooks --i,ermissable for a single presentation, but not for

reproducing in quantity. Linda Mull Powell spent houfs on the phone

- with publisher40represea, -ives, but we hold to leive out many of

the most'effective textbdo shots, and resloot'the magazine pictures

with live- models.

. .

We spent approximately $ for 100-fili'llstrips plus their

.cassette tapes,. A year later, ordered another 100, which meant--

,that all told,we had 200 filmstrips. for ;less than S1000. Since

then, we have'disgributed it all.over North, Carolina, and lent it -

'to many places outside the state. Several placeshave copied it for
c,_ theit.own use, some-changing the narration so that, it will have

less of a North Carolina slant.
e
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Evaluation
1
of filmstrip:

Preparing this filmstrip turned outto be a lotsmore work and -

took a lot lbnger (about ten months), than.expected, but it was
worth it. 'We,rejected other filmstrips we previewed because of
1)ali male'narration- 2) harsh femille narration 3) riot enough 0

focus on schools 4) not,"stattirig at the beginning" with at1--

e4planation of bias .5) not enough attention td how bias hurts

men. Although ours is not slick production, we believe it

does solve these problems.
,

As a strategy, something af, this-sort is essential. The

problems of sex bids are,so-COmplek that it is unrealistic to
expect others to.be iltle to explain it withoufsome help. We

packaged the strip with suggestions oft how to present it and how
to field questions during the discussion 'period, so that, it :would

be usable independent of the project sta,g44./ppendix 13).
)

Although we designed the filmstrip flor use with a general'

faculty meeting, our summer trainees reported it was widely used
with studenits, and some of them found themselves in, considerablit
demand to show it at church and community groups.

4 THE LOCAL SEX BIAS PLANS
At the second round of Local Directors' Meetings, we announced

who the ten pilot'units were, and ex lained we would be helping
each one work out a plan for reduCin sex bias in their unit. We

,then said'that we hoped that every Lbc 1-Director would prepare
such a plan, and that they could cull on either us., or the pilot

Local Director in' their area, for help and advice. We then passed

out a rather cride outline of what a plan might contain,. and

went, over each of the major areas in it.

Over the spring and summer 83 local plans were turned in, out

of the 148 units. As they had not beeh compulsory,weconsidered
this a very ,satisfactory return. We evaluated each one,oand wrote
'a short comment on it, whichwas returned to-the Local Director
by way of their AreadDirector.

The next year, not quite understanding the magnitude of what
we were proposing, we said that we would prefer to have individual

meetings with each Local Director. By this time, we had some units

that had done a great deal, while others had done nothing at all.
A group presentation seemed unlikely to be appropriate to more

than a few.'
11.

These meetings occupied most-of the-spring of 1976, but they

were probably the best investment of time that we,made. We did

'linhave to travel to 143 yidiyidual LEAs: but i,n most cases were
Mile to piggyback on the cbnferences held'by the field-support '

staff to review the federally required local plans for veational
education. This meant,that the Local Directors came to a central
place,,and the projecfdirector met with them for an hom.or more
each, reaching four to six a day.

28.
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We learned something imporCant about human nature in these

meetings. Despite the probing questions asked'in the group
,Meetings, the Local-Directors had received the New Pioneers

Prinram considerably better than expected. We wondered whether

hey might be inhibited from telling their true feelings in a

group situation, and thought perhaps when we met individually

that then we would get all the bad news they had been holding

. back. It turned out that the opposite was the case. They had

laid out most of their' negative feelings in the group meetings,

because these represented real concerns to which they needed

answers. But their positive feelings usually came in .the form

of little, apparently triyial,anecdotes; and they weren't

willing to tatheir colleagues=' time for tt.

In one-on-one meetings, they took the cha e to swap stories.

All over the state, Local Directors told about shop teachers who

had vehemently protested at having to accept Is in their

programs, and who new wouldn't go back to the old way far anything.

They told about Home Economics teachers who were amazed at boys'

enthusiasm over making their own clothes. The teachers who had

been afraid of discipline problems were the ones who said everybody .

behaved better now. The ones who said girls could never do the

work, were the ones, who went overboard and said they were better

than the-boys. Although there were a few stories of Students who

enrolled in courses for frivolous reasons, or who couldn't take

the-pioneering role, most did just fine. Getting a little , -

suspicious of all this sweetness and light, we probed to see,

if there wasn't a darker-side to the coin. But it turned out

that for.the most part,tthe LocalRirectors were really pleased

with their efforts to reduce sex stereotyping in their units.

In fact, they were having a lot of fun with, it.

Manylseemed fascinated with the idea-of stereotyping, and

the cons!idus and-unconscious ways that'we all perpetuate it.

They'delighted in their new awareness.' One Carpentry teacher told

of the daythat he had greeted his class, which included two

girls, "All right now, ybu girls fix up the bulletin board. and

you guys get outside and unload the truck." The girls protested;

The teacher sai'd, "But who Will fix my bulletin board?" Two boys

volunteered, and the'giili helped unloadithe truck. Alfthelbwork

got.done, everybody was.happy, and.the teacher learned a lesson.

But the thing that wAs most striking about this story was the way he

told it. He wasn't heaping ashes on his head with guile, he was

delighted to have gained a new insight. And he'told the story

as though he were giving a present. Which he ms.

Not everyone was enthdsiastic. But those who hadQone lots

the past year were full of plans of what they'd like to do next.

Those 'rho had done a little were beginning to get into the,

posiibilities. those who had done nothing were, for the most

part, ready to start. Some gay.e an hour's worth of "uh huh's," and ,'

theli handed in a xerox of someone else's plan, or refused to turn

in a plan at all. But.they were in the minority.

, 29
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Evaluating the local planning process:
The technique of.meeting with Local Directors first in groups

,end then individually woiked well, thougi alarger,staff would

. have made the-individual meetings easiet.
1

with the various program areas on-the state staff, what a__

.1..ocalN.rector actually did with their plan after they had written

it ranged prom a detailed organized effort to "file 13."

Neveftheless, as with the state level plans, it was clear that

the .process itself of thinking through and writing the plan had

had a considerable inActci,eythe people involved. Even those who

had mot written plans hda, equently hdasome success in opening

their progras., Nearly all had attended:to such-basics as making

publi' announcements that Fall classrooms-were open, changing

course titles or rewriting their course.dektriptions:

The success.of the local planning., efforts' was'due in part to

the'willingness of the Arla Directors to urge the Local Directors

to get involved, and to follow up. The. guestion was raised asoto

whether the plan should have been compulsory. Possibly soul states

would want to do ix this way in order to make sure that everyone

had the same respongibilities. Yet there was wide variance iq th

Local Directors' readiness to accept the lirogrami One certainly

could make the argument that not pushing too hard at first saved

us a lot of hostility. The second yearl;re try .to get a plan from.

these who had-not done one, and an'updfte from,those,who had. We

did not meet that goal, but did raise the number4to 126 (87% of fhe total:

We kept the sex bias planiseparate from the regular local plan

this second year as it was impossible to meet personally with'every

Local Director in time to meet the deadlines for theif,regular plans.

However, many Local Directors found it distracting to have it

separate, or resented the fact that- it was not required oOrerypne.

1.
This year (1976-77) sex bias will be'addresseddirectly in the

regular plan, in two ways: the Locale Direttor must assure that ,

there is an affirmative action plan dealing with sex, race, handi-

caps, etcon file in their superintendent1s office, 'and mist answer

a question, "How does the local educational agency ensure that

.
enrollment in occupational educatfon programs eliminates

disdriminations (sex, ethnic origin, handicapping con-

ditions, etc.7T" The responsibility is iiow.shifted to regular A ,

"Occupational .staff, which/er)uld assure that elithinatin&-sex bias'.

is seen asa basic part.of the work of Occupaeional Education, and

no-longer a special project that might go away if me jutt,wait long

enough. .

.0

5. FORMAT AND CONTENTS OF THE PLANS'

There was no specific requir
Director that le were perfectly
comfortable for them. However,

ed format, We told each Local c

willing to work-with whatever was
we did, suggest six categories,
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of things to think aboht for each objective.akThe'six were: .

assessment of problem or opportunity, goal, Vategieg., by whom,
target date, and evaluation. Most Local Directors reduced these
categories. to three columm. `Their first column wds "ilh1", or
"objective", which usuaTTYrin,cluded a targetdate. The second

column was ':strategy',' or-"activitp and usually indicated who
would be responsible. The third column was the evaluation.
This simplified format is the one wenow recommend.

a. -EnrOltment Data tt
4r

We urged each LoCal Director to collect their data before they

ad susmore mixed than the hiectec.
started, in order to find out where they stood. Some found that

. their-programs were alr dy more
,Other were shocked to find out how segregated_ they were. We urged

that Local Directors not,set numerical goals,-unless they happened
to rally like numbers. We suggeAed that if they.did want to set
a 'numerical goal that they tally the number of claises which were

100% or 90% one sex, and try to reduce this number. It was our /

feeling that one or two 'students venturing into.a program that had
?6een.exclusively for the opposite sex were more significant as
pioneers than five ot- six added to a class that was already 4,ome-
what mixed.- Therefore, absolute numbers seemed meaningless. This

'approach turned out to be a good one, not only for the arguments
just suggested, but also because of the Local Directors' extreme
sensitivity to what,they called a "quotas game": enrolling students.

'just to make the numbers look good. Many were visibly relieved to
.be told from the outset that they were not, expected to do that. r1/4

b. Facilities
,This is one of the areas directly addressed by Title IX. In our

first year with New Pioneers we heard a great deal about facilities
problems, but these did not turn out to be major in very many
'places. Basically, attention to facilities simplymeant that a-
'schoqj could no longer use the absence of facilities as an excuse
.fqr not opening its class. 'In some cases, the building of a new

high school or a new vocational- building eliminated the problem.
Schoolg that suffered from having only one rest room-solved the .

problem either by letting the students take turns, stand guard for
_each other,, or by-,letting ehe girls'go back to the main 'building.

In one cdse it developed that the problem had not been unequal
facilities, but that the shop building had no toilet facilities
.at all. It h'ad been customary toesimply let the boys go behind
a bush,but the teacher was uncomfortable about letting t e girls

'.do this. (A new building'Solved his problem.) In two c ses we
.found a reluctance to allow girls to use the vocational ogram,

ybecause4these were housed in-a Separate building in a ro gh part
of town. lowever, in both cases, the Local Director simply decided
that the precautions he had already taken for the safety of his male
"students would be adequate for his females. The one case we heard of where

s
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facilities discriminated against boys was a Home Econom4cs class

in which there weresome boys why could not get their nees under

the sewing0 machines.

c.. Teacher Attitudes ,
.

The tft most important 'areas of effort were teacher find student

de attitudes. Most. Local Directors felt-that they should begin by 411'

informing their teachers about the.dontents of Title IX. We urged

thst.they spend no longer than necessary on this, as dwelling on

' the law frequently produced a defensive reaction. Most teachers

did not need to be bludgeoned by a hardline approach. However,

most did need to know their responsibilities andrrights, and most

Local Directo"rs'felt they did have one.or two recalcitrant folk,

for whom the most effective strategy might'be to drop the shop

I(
ofthe classroom "one*day and say, "I know how you feel and maybe

I even agree with you, but it's against the law."

Attitude Assessment: Many Local Directors who wrote plans the

first year thought that they would begin their program by assessing

. their teachers' attitudes. Many planned to administer,nuestionnaires.

In the event,'very few carried'out this particular strategy. Though

it sounded good on paper, when time came to'do'it, most pulled

back, either because they felt that their teachers would resent a

. . formal attitudeasseisment, or because they weren't sue%what they

would.do with the results.. Those few who did administer an in-

otrument usually ended up with a stack of papers the corner of

their desks that they were going to tabulate edm ay. We don't.

have a lot of faith in eftedAy, and we now only'recommend a formal

v- 'attitude assessment in connection with a formal course.

Informal attitude assessment 'was important, and could be

handled easily in any staff meeting. The Local Director simply

.'informed their teachers generally About the goals of the New

Pioneers -Program, and asked them h w they felt .,bout ,it. In m st

,,cases, the Local Ditectors knew fh ir people well enough that they

could identify pretty quickly whOs as enthusiastic,, and who was

sitting silent with jaw set;

Inservice Training,: Giving te chers opportunity to learn about

and discuss the implications of se stereotypes i?\the'single most

'' important activity of all. $ifer'4
The slippiest method was to use the filmstrip, "I'm Clad I'm,A

A she I'm Glad I'm A He!" either with a meeting of occupational

teachers, or with an entire facul . Many of the LEAs that sent s

representative to the summer trai ing institutes arranged to have it

, shown at thefaCulty meeting of e ery school in the Unit. .

More depth and discussion was,possible.in a two-or-three hour

workshop. such a session was oft :n the first step fox, arCLEA

beginning to take sex bias seriou ly. Many LEAs held such workshops,

conducted by the New Pioneers dir,cior, the Title IX technical

4 .r
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I

assistance staff from the state agency or the General Assistance
Center from East Carolina University, Sr sometimes by a local

iteacher. A 2-hour session is long enough to let teachers understand

the problem arouse in rest - it makes a good,.beginning.

The best way for teachers to get involved with the New Pioneers.

Program was to give them an opportunity to spend enough time with

the subject to get certificate renewal credit. Making use of the

training offered in our Summer,institutes,-some units gave as much
as thirty contact hours, worth three credits'to teachers. This

program will be describedin more detail later.

Whether the inservide experience be two or twenty hours, it

should contain two elements. Firs-t-, teachers should be given

information on the nature and impact of sex stereotyping and sex
bias.. Second, they should begiven some *opportunity to discuss
and shard their reactions to'the information they have received.

The order of things is iMportant: information first, discussion

second. Giving in to a democratic impulse and beginning by asking
for opinions leaves you open to (a) diatribes against he Federal
Government or women or men or (b) a series of personal anecdotes
which tend to reinfdrce previously held stereotypes:

On the other.hand, making a presentation or showing the filmstrip

without allowing time fo*iscussion is likely to leave .frustrption

hanging in the air. The filmstrip does raise qdestions, and people

heed a chance to react. It is not necessary, for the person con:-

ducting the session to be aneXpert, but simply io.Addeate the
.discussion. We found that any question raised by one person would
be responded to by another, satisfyingly or prcovocatively. If time

limitations forced us lo cut out the discussion, we always urged

follow-up SessiO at Least faculty lounge and lunch room conver-

sation.

d, Instructional Ma rials Published and Unpublished
Local birectbrs were frustrated by their efforts to review their

published teaching materials for sex bi %s, finding them prediEtably

stereotyped, with very little new Material' available. However, they,.

did plan to be conscious.of sex bias when they purchased new.aaterial.
Examining texts did serv4two useful.purposes, however. In iNiects

where teachers thought they had "no problem," an analysis sh6wed,

for example, that while employees might be equally male and female, '

bosses were overwhelmingly male. More important, analyzing books
gave an opportunity for all teachers to discuss, not how to get new
books, but how to teach creatively out of the ones they had. We

encouraged teachers to talk openly aboUt the stereotypq witti their

students, saying something like, "This book has no pictures ofwomen

(or men) in it, but ddn't 14t that worry you. Women (or men) are

coming into thisfield, and this just_isn't an accurate picture anymore.
'4 Otherwise, its a fine book." One teacher planned to xerox Rictures

of ,a women. mechanic,, for the kids to paste into the flyleaf of t eir

bOoks. This approach seemed preferable to simply hoping they wot dn't

notice.
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- With unpublished materials, the Local Directors simply exaiined
materials that were actually produced in the echo s for sex biased
language, pictures, or implicati6ns, and planned redo them for
next year.

e. .Curriculum Development
Very few curricular changes were made in the first year. The

general feeling was that if a student wantedto take the course,
they had to do the work, and no adaptations would be made. In most
cases ve agreed that this was appropriate, at*this early stage.
However, as teacher awareness increases and as it becomes clearer
that direct intervention is needed with students, developmelt of
teaching modules will likely get more attention, not only the

exploratory programs and Home Economics, but as part of career
preparation in all fields. In fact, it would make a lot of sense .

to have someone at the state Ieyel working on curriculum from the
inning, developing a variety of units ttlat could 4t into many

prog ms.

$.

f. Students Attitudes
In the fi t year, many units focused almost entirely on

teacher attitude expecting attention to student attitudes to be a
natural outgrowth o teachers' new awareness. By the second year there
seemed to be an increa ng sense thht a planned program would be
necessary. A,

First, many students see,e4, more conservative in theirthinking
than their teachers. This came as a great surprise to the teachers,
who tended to assume that the stud is were the liberated ones,
and if the teachers just didn't fightthem top hard, the kids would
take care of it. Long hair on boys and heK attitudes about,Sexual
activity tended to obscure the fact that students had spent a
lifetime absorbing the messages of TV ads and school textbooks,
and they had no reason not to believe the stereotypes. Teachers,

on the other hand, had had enough years in the real world -to know
better.

8

Second, teachers were becoming increasingly aware that many
students were receivingvery conflicting messages about sex roles,
and-badly needed Some time to talk about it. If nothing more,
they needed to know that they weren't the only ones who were
confused. If TV ads insist that women are people obsessed with
"ring around the collar", and then here'cdmes'Binnic Woman,. what's

°a person to think?

. Many;Vocational directors were frustrated by the fact that
they felt students' attitudes were formed before they ever got to
Any vocational classes. They began seriously:16oking for some
soft of organized cooperation from the elementary teachers, the
academic teachers, and the guldance counselors. There was A
growing feeling that every child, not just vocational students,
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needed some tithe to talk about howsex roles arechanging in

America yoday, and to learn to recognize sex bias. There was

also the feeling that it wasnoV.,-necessary to6tell.children

what they should think., but sinly give themthe tools to make

up their own minds.-

Further, there was increasing realizati ?n that there was

no one single age at which these discussions should be held,

because students' concerns varied so widely, depending on other
.

types pf development. '

\
c_

For instance, the middle grades exploratoiv_pilograms wete

sometimes seen' as the answer. "Middle Grades will take care of

it," In those soots that had a full exploratory program in

which nearly all students in seventh and eighth grade moved in

.mixed groups through all fifteen occupat' l clusters, there

"'was general consensus that students d' feel freer to "pioneer"

in high school..

-However, not even this was enough.' A seventh grader could

be the most liberated creature 0 the world, but t-let them

develop physically, and they need some quick answers about what

it means to in male or female. Stereotypes seem to provide the

answers.

There was no consensus as to the best place for programs on

sex bias to be located, but some of the suggestions were:

Homeroom classes, if the school had homerooms that were long

enough. to be substantive.. Group guidance classes, if there

were, any. Language Arts classes and Social Studies ciasses were

also seen ds good areas, but, of course, these required

cooperation from.- academic teachers, which not every vocational

director could command.° There was also increasing support for,

giving students, already enrolled in vocational classes opportunity

to discuss changing work and family roles..

One Local Director put it this why:- "T have a senior class

of Carpentry students, all boys. There will never be a girl in

this gooup, because they are about to graduate. But I still

,think they should tali'about women in Carpentry."

"Because whether I like it or not, women are coming,into the

trade. What happens to one of my boys when he-goes on a job,

works alongside a woman, and she gets made foremah? I'm not sure

they could handle it."
A

, Thinking about it further, he also decide th t hist/boys might

help or- hindet a wife girlfriend from pursu a well paid job

And would almost surell feel threatened if their working wives

expected them to do their share at home.,
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This man opened up our thinking, as we.had previously been

focusing more on encouraging. pioneering students'to enroll in

new courses. He pointed out that even in a traditionally-enMled,

single-sex class, there were still some sound teasons for discussing e

sex bias.

"All I'm trying to do is save these guys a.ointtle grief in the

future,"'he said. ;)'

Assessing student attitudes:
Although Local Directors felt more comfoitable with the idea

of gi ng students formal attitude assessment questionnaires than

they id giving such questionnaires to teachers,:this strategy was

still generally rejected as involving too thudh paper. The best

approach seemed to be to use a very shgrusimpleinstrument, which

would then be used as the basieof discussion, rather than 011ected.

and tabulated. .

For exampte, give students a, list of jobs, apd ask'them to, ti

check whether thesS jobs should be done by men or women or anyone.

That would only take five.minutes,05ue4the ensuing discussion'

might last the whole class. Another, popular though less directly

vocational instrument was to ask boys and girrs"to write a list

of items beginning, "BecauSe I am a boy:I tust.:;.",,or'."Because

I am a boy,_I would not....", or "Because Iam a girl I must....",

and "Because I am a girl, I This,instrument gets

into more generally cultural item; as well as'vopational ctroices.

One Local Director did administer longer'questfonnaires both

to students and teachers, and he said he was glad he had done it,

because it convinced his teachers how conservative his students

were. A student-conducted poll of the attitudes; of classmate,s,

faculty and parents might make a good club project,
<

g. Youth Clubs
;

. .

Very little work was done at the local level duriN the first
/

'year to involve youth clubs in positive action to reduce sex

stereotyping and bias. Yet this was .the area that seemed to*ke

getting.most attention for the luture. Possible youth club

activities which had either been carded outin isolated instances

or which were'being discussed for the future centered around

involving youth clubs in the process of infotming,younger students _

'
about the school's vocational offerings. One unit turned the whole-

infotmatiori asp4ctof 4.reregistrafion over to-ths students (book-

keeping remained a faculty responsibility). Another school sent a_ /

team of a boy and girl around to homerooms_to plain each vocational

area. In another school, which had no girls enrolled in Carpentry

the_boys made a point.of sayinr'to the younger classes, "Ve don't

have any girls in Carpentry here, but they Io over in'Burke County,

and if they can do it, so can we! So come on, girls;\ sign up!"

1.1
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One Home Economics teacher expressed4interest in having her
FHA club undertake an examination Of the entire school for evidence

of sex bias, and then punish the results. Another was debating

having, her students do a research project on men's work and

women's cork in different countries.

Involvement of studedts is probably the' my way to overcome,

peer pressure, one of the strongest pressur4 against breaking sex

stereotypes in vocational education% If a Orl fears her boy

'friend will regard her as unfeminine Eoiping Masonry, she'g

likely to check into Home Economics. Andone girl who wanted to
take Carpentry rrorteW,that it was pkay"willi all the adults in

her school and home, itt alay-p;I:clvitee boy- friend, but her

girl friends talked he out of it.

Considerable attenti n was' given to making sure that youth

clubs did not themselves i§criminate. When the youth club was

identical with the enrallm t of class, of courqe this was not a

problem. But in youth clubs that function outside the clas.s'

structure, it sometimes, was. One FFA Chapter was extremely
reluctant to admit girls to th ir contests, because they feared
that girli would not do well in competition with other schools.

When they discovered that some g is did 'well and others did not,

just like boys,l.they decided tat he ability to judge'land and

livestock was not a sex-linked-char cteriptic. 'Although ther

was some reluctance togive up the stag party or pajama part
atmosphere that had reigned:in the si :le sex clubs, this did not

really seem to be a big problem,. It w interesting; in light

of the recent brouhaha about mother-daug ter, father-son banquets,

that at least two Local Directors mention -d that their schools
had already.deaided to make these "parent- tudent" banquets.
These had been the students' decisions, bas -d on the feeling, that

some parents were getting left out.

h. Preregistration,Procedures
,Local Direttors investigated whether the e were any institutional

or personal barriers keeping students from en olling in a nontraditional

course, often feeling rather cloak-and-daggeqsh as they did so.

An example of.aninstitutional bdttleneck was the school that gave
vocational information out in single sex gyh lasses. If the ba,rrier

was a perton, the problem was sometimes solved simply byhaving

the 'Local Director pay a call on the principal., the 'teacher or

/ .guidance coueselor involved.

(i) Interest Inventories. Bias in interest inventories is an

important problem which has been discussed a golod deal in the lit-

erature. Certainly an instrument that lists-half as many jobs for

girls A for boys is pernicious. However, this item did not get i

great deal of attention. Most? Local Directors were content to pass

an article on sex bias in interest inventories on to th guidance

department.

-.
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(ii) Course Descriptions and Brochures. Most Local Directors did get

their course descriptions rewritten or at least examined during the'

first ydar. Some simply'rewrote them to be neutral ('This course is
for students who...."),but we urged them to include the direct state-

ment, "This course is for boys and girls: ", or "This occupation is for

women and men"; in order to reassure a student whowas uncertain

whether or not they would be welcome`. They also worked to eliminate
the impersotpl "he", either by writing everything in the, plural, or -

:by leaving out pronouns entirely. Again, we urged that they use the

construction "she and he" at least once, as gh affirmative action..
A few schools which had Graphics Departments included drawings or
photographs of men and women working together at the same job.

(iii)' "Recruitment" Efforts
"Recruitment" turned out to be an unfortunate word. Many'Local

Directors felt that recruiting equaled coercing, and they would have '

preferxed some term such as 'information", or simply."preyegistration."

Hower, once we. got past the word problems, this was one of the
area's where efforts,skindertaken for theNew Pioneers Program seemed
to have, a happy spiMbff for the whole vocatoionpl program. -In effect,
Local-Directorswere saying that when they lieformed girls about
-Carpentry, 'they did a better job of informing boys about Carpentry.

And the same for boys being informed about the girls' programs. In

other words, in many LEAs there had not been any organized program for
`in'forming students about vocational offerings. Students signed up fo;

the only course they knew - anything about because theirolder brother
or sister had taken'it. Many made decisions based on many types'of
stereotypes ---'-that vocational courses were only for "dumb guys," for

instance. -Even those why dDid not sign up for any. vocational courses'

began to respect 'the program more, when they knew more about it.
Several Local Dirgctors said that the new efforts at information had
actually led to a better quality of student. "They're all the same

,students, but, ow they're in the Courses that they -are really in-
terested in. Wg don't have so many who lose interest-in October."

(iv) Posters turned -out to be a popular and easy strategy. Some

,schools had posters printed, or made by senior high vocational
classes, to post in the halls of.the junior high schools. More

creative were the schools who held poster contests in the junior,

highs. This meant that the students who were making the decisions '

were also Making the posters. They used themes such a: "Women's

Work? Men's Work?" Some gff the results were truly delightful.

(v) Films and other guidance mater is are becoming increasingly

available on the subject of sex stereotyping. Many Local

Directors were prepared to make considerable financial investment
in such materials.

.1
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(vi) Career Days provide a wondeifyl opportunity for encouraging
students to consider all prpgrams and to show off-your pioneering
students. One prpgram held in a downtown mall includeda
brTcklaying exhibition by two-girls, and they were the hit of the--/
show.

(vii) Speakers provedta be tirrbest arategy of all. Some of the
speakers were authorities on the subject of sex bias, either from
the New Pioneers staff or from a local college or university. More

L,
comMZinly Local Directors asked pioneering'woiCers, both men and
women, to visit the schools, talk about their jobs, how they got
themt how they liked them, w 'hat it was like getting alon.g in a

1

addressesman's, or a woman's, world. This strategy dresses the whole'
question of role models, and is of crucial importance. Students
of both sexes deed to look at a woman who is d'mechani.c and see
she's still female, or look at a man who is a nurse and:see he is
still male. If live bodies are not locally available, pictures
and newspaper clippings are a lot better than nothing. However,
it turd outs that nontraditional workers were a lot easier to
find t

people rking outside the stereotypes, but in times past, they
than anyone expected. It appeatt that there have airs been

did not advoliptise themselves. These people are for the most part
quite pleased to discover that they are now regarded as valuable\s
resources: J

. ri.

.

,Advisory Councils

.

Efforts here focused on =Sing sure that advisory' councils on
the locil level contained both male and female members, and trying
to gain help from advisory councils in promoting e9uality of the
sexes. it the business' world. Although several pHils included
such'strategies, apparently there was not much activity in this
area.

j Job Placement I

e Few pioneering sebdents,have yet graduated from vocational
programs. )Vocational Directors recognized that they will dayean
obligation to*their students to give them strong backing.when they
do go job hunting, but quite honestly, tew expect this to be a

.
big problem. .

,
,

\ ,
.

. ,

Indeed, their confidence in this area was a major factor in
encouraging us to drop the "emsyOyment barriers" portibn of the
originalroposal. Their reasoning was: a)!Largedndustry must"
respond to federal affirmative actidn requirement's,. SOufe reported

actual requests fOr trained minorities, and women. b) gall local
employees respect our endorSement of a studen,t's-Capabilities; and
c) Attitudes are changing fast, anyway. 4
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k. Parental Objections
This question was raised often by Local: Directors at the\

beginning of-the program, but to our knowledge did.not

materialize. No Local Director odic' anything orpnizedvfibout

it, such as sending home letters explaining the program. Any ,

objections that did came in we handled individually and
casually.

Vat are you doing teaching My son-tb cook?"
"So he can get along when his wife is in the hospital
having a baby."

"Oh. Well, OK."

. s

1 Community Public Relations
-This area turned out to be one of the'most pleasant.

6i-rectors discovered that one phone cal tolla local Features
Editor would bring a reporter and a Photographer eager to take
pictures of boys and girls working together in HoMe economics
labs or on live projects in Horticulture and Automotive Mechanics. .

This se med an especially posit' e approach to the legally
requir d announiements of non .urination. 'Many Local Directors

showed off fine articles th covered ahalfa page and sometimes
evert a whole 'sage in the local paper: They were delighted,

because they saw these- features as being excellent publicity
for their whole vocational prdgram, not simply for the pioheeri.ng °

students. One Local Director'said he had been promised a sefies,

with,a;weekly article on each of his prlram areas.

Civic clubs and church groups also prpved,eager audiences,
especially laXer in the program when our trainees were beginning

to develop local reputations. 4

a
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D. INSERVICE TRAINING
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. 1.',4'RAINING TRAINERS. s -
......

a.
...

Planning the Summer Institbte.
, In the course of the first year, it became clear that our one

or two hour sessions were, useful to inform_teachers of what we
meant by gexzbias, -and to arouse interest, They were potenough
tomotivate a sustained effort., We needed more tithe, prefeNily

-

...,
spread over several weeks. Because an understanding of sex bias .,,

. thay'require profound changes in attitudes andassumptions4 people
*need percolatiOn time. They need to hear a little bit, go home
andllisten to their three-year-hold differently, and come back
and swap stories.., hear a little more, go to the classroom,

t ,. and listen to their sixth graders differently, and come back
together, again/ ° -.

... . . _

- Thisineed led us to another majbr point of access in the
system; North Carolina's requirement that teachers museleve a
cerLin number of continuing OucatiOn,credits in order to get

. their certif4 tes renewed. ,-A ten or twenty hour renewal credit
course could g' teachers the time.they needed to absotb these_

...

.neVideas, an a hort of colleagues who had been through the
same experience, and could-help them sustain' their efforts for

. change.. However, with a hundred and forty -eight school systems
o and, only one consultant o. the project, it:was clear that we could

-not conduct very many such courses,ourselves. Perhaps we could
' bring the teachers to ut.

4

Two women, Miriam lifkin.'indAKim Weststhith, had conducted
such a course in' & CHapel Hill' school system. Th61 were anxious
to make their course available statewide, and so we worked with
themsto develop a proposal to be submitted to foundations. When
it became clear that tHi4 effort was not gding to succeed, we
gave up, not hawing sufficient funds in the Neva Pioneers be2get to
hold a large central workshop, At thU point a good genie, in
the shapeof Jesse Clem ions, our Project DireCtor in.the 1

OccupatioAar Research Unit, suggested that funds might be
available out of the Occupational Staff Development monies,. This

proi,ed to be the c,ases..and with Kim and Miriam acting as constatants%
we began to plan alraining institute.

In order to have theyidest possible impact, we decided not

to admit individuals, but would accept nominations from any LEi
whiCh wanted to give a course on sex bias in eduCation to other'
teachers. This meant that.. by training one person, another twenty
or thirty could get cred.it., It also meant that each LEA would'
have its own resource person; which would give the LEA control
over how the program Was conducted.

. /, -
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. We sent a memo to all LEAs, explaining the grogram, outlining

the contents of the course, and inviting them. to nominate any

-vocationally funded person to represent their unit. (See

AppendiXC)We also asked them to sign a statement confirming
that they did plan to offer the course.

The previous October, when we had held a day and a half

workshop for guidance counselors, we had trouble getting"eighty-

five units represented, though there were no reqpirements for

follow-tit atall. We therefore expected that filling the course

would.be-out deatest problem. Although we arranged funding for

forty, twenty was <fur actual goal. Imagine our astonishment when

some sixty-five applications came.in! We ended up with forty

vocationally funded teachers, and six additional individuals

whose expenses were paid by their local units.

ti

Three weeks before the course began, we sent individual

teachers notification of their acceptance at the institute, with

a description of,the progilam and several preliminary materials,

including statistics on women workers and, the Bem article,

"Training the Woman to Know Hbr Place."*

b. Structure Of The Institute ,

.

When lye asked local, units to,sign the statement that they

would offer a course, we did not specify what we meant by

course". This *as partly because we did not want to scare them

off, and partly because we truly did not know what patterns of

organization would be most effective. However, we designed our

training institute on A twenty hour, ten meeting model.

The Summer Institute lasted five days, so we decided'that

each morning and afternoon would represent one of the ten units

Of the course. We divided each. half day into a.basic,two-hour

session, corresponding directly to the two-hout.142sion our people

would teach at home, plus an additional oneipur sapplementary

se.ssion to be used reviewing materials, discussing techniques,for

handling toughIquestions, etc.
.tow

The evenings were full too. Recognizing that many of our

trainees might be put into the difficult position of having to

cope.with resistance or hostility'alone in their home units, we

spent the first evening with a special program on assertiveness

.
training, which was supplemented by optional practice sessions

between five and six each subsequent afternoon. Otherevening

sessions. included a,speech on the relationship ,etween race and

sex discrimination by Dr. Elizabeth Duncan Koontz, one night in

which people were asked to watch television or go to the movies

and repoqoon sex stereotyping, and one film festival.

*Bem, Sandra L. and Bem, Daryl J. TRAINING THE WOMAN TO`KNOW HER PLACE.

Ilepartment of Psychology, Stanford, California, lg70.

0°'
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c. Training Materials -The Black Book
Assuming that our teachers were probably-unfamiliar with sex

bias, we wanted them to have the security of having each presvtation
,entirely down on paper, though we hoped they.enad not simply read
a lecture to their classes. Therefore, fo'r each-of the ten sessions
(See Appendix C),we had pll of the material written out in prose,
plus an,outline to be used as speech notes, discussion questions,
exercises, or other suggestions for presentations. This freed

our conference participants from having-to take notes, and allowed
them simply to take part in the discussion as their own students
would.

.Conducting The Institute
Substantively the session went beautifully. The participants

were, lively and responded eagerly: .However, despite the information
packet that we sent out ahead of time, several had not been aware
before coming to Raleigh that they were committed to teach a course
when they got back to their home units. Some did not even know
what our workshop was,about, but had teen'simply been told by their
'Superintendent COshow up.

By Wednesday, the emotional climateof the conference' as
highly charged. Exhilaration, apprehension, and exhaustion all
seemed to be in the air. We needed some information on how our
forty-six were really feeling, and whether their needs were being
met. Therefore, Thursday morning at the beginning of the first
session, we asked them to write a letter, and tell how they were

.feeling, putting down whatever they might say if we could sit
daiwn together=on a sofa in the lobby and. talk over, "How is it
going for you?" We asked them to sign it.

Encouraging this highly subjective and personal Communication'
turned out to be the best possible strategy: We had been evaluating

each lesson, with a standard form in which teachers checked "one"
throUgh "five", "valuable" or "not valuable", but this form is .

impersonal. The letters let the teachers express themselves as
people. We needed' to know how they were feeling, as well as.how
they evaluated us.

40'

The letters included three kinds of comments. (See Appendix D..)

About the subject matter,the'y were wonderfully enthusiastic. Their

personal excitement over the insights they Were receiving into
everyday problems and frustrations was evident. They did complain

that we were working them too hard, but some also said,they liked
that better than conferences where there was too littfrNdo and
their time was wasted. No one suggested their time was being

wasted: Finally, tfTy were deeply appr sive over what was

expected of them,
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They knew they were supposed to turn in-a plan ,of 'act.ivities;to

be carried out at home, but they did not know exactly what we
wanted, or what sort of backing they would get from ti

theieadministrators. In response to this anxiety, we altered
the schedule. Originally, we had planned to devoteFriday
afternoon to planning. We Moved it forward to Thursday
afternoon instead. This shift, turned out to be a good idea:
it reassured the teachers as to what was expected of them, and
it gave them more time to work on their planp.

e. The Trainees' Plans -

We.found we had to dispel some misconceptions.

First, we did not expect a lesson plan. The Black Book supplied
one, if they chose to use it. If they wanted to make changes, it
wdUld, take-a summer's reading to decide.what they wanted tp use
instead.

Secondio we understood that they could not make solid commitments
as to exactly what was going to happen at home. What they needed
to do before they left the Summer Institute was draw a road map
of activities that would take them from that May to the first day
of their course.

To help put, we gave them a planning guide (See Appendix E)
which gave a 'few hints ott planning techniques, but which was principally
a-liSt of questions designed to help them think through their Own
situation.

A typical plan would start out with the trainee making appointments
with all, relevant central office personal to thank them for sending
him or her to the institute, and to inform them whait was all about.
A series of meetings might be required to decide how the course
would be.offered, to whom, for how long,:and where, and whether
money would be providedfor materials or"the trainee's salary.
Other activities included further reading, ordering materials,
contacting the newspaper, finding resource people, andoffering
programs to civic and 'church clubs.

Thinking through and writing down the steps' they would have.to
take when they got home took a lot of the terror out of the situation
and helped avoid the pitfall of their simply arriving in school in

.

September and waiting to be called on. -

..-

f. Trainees' Final Evaluation Of The Training Institute
At the end of the week we asked participants to 1,4ite.another

leiter. -These letters were shorter and less emotional thin those
written at the halfway point, but still extraordinarily positive.
Several said that it was the best experience in theiriteaching
careers. They were also nearly unanimous in'their fling that

tA
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they had never been worked so hard, but ie had been worth it.

Andthey did, feel that they were prepared for the task ahead.

." A ty?ical comment was, "I'm tired, baI'm ready." One of our

favorites: "'h'is workshop will make me a better teacher, a

better wife, a betten mother, arid a better' grandmother."

,(See Appendix E).

2. THE LOCAL COURSES WHA T HAPPENED BACK HOME -

a. The Follow-Up Conference. In March of 1976, we invited all'

the trainees back for a two-day Follow-up-Conference. Twenty-eight

. Attended of which some had already taught their courses and Some

had not. We had sessions on What's Ha enin , Setting Up And

Managing A Resource Center, Course Content, Teacher Attitudes,
Student Attitudes, Reaching Out., all conducted by Institute members:

- We sat back and listened, on the premise that at the lummer Institute

we had been teaching them,,this,timd they were supposed to teach us.

They did.

b. Support From The Central Office
Most trainees started by reporting back to their Local Director

and other administrators, to describe the workshop and make plans.
There was sometimes ambiguity as who was responsible for the pro-
gram, as the training was vocationally funded, but the local course

was for all. Sponsorship organizational even more then financial

was essential, whether from the tocal Director, the Director of

Staff Development or some other official. Without it, the trainees

were hamstrung.

c. Promoting the Program

Most of the LEAs who did not teach the course in the first

year orted.that there Pas insufficient teacher interest to.

Meri the offering. This is the problem in trying to eliminate

sex as in education. Teachers don't know what sex bias means,

don't hinkit has anything to do with them. They are likely too

think u mean discrimination, and say sincerely "I have equal

numbe s of kids in my class. This has nothing to do with me."

They may think they will beyelled at by angry women, or that
they'll be labeled as women's libbers themselves. ,Giving teachers
enough information to understand what the coursg is all about;

before they are asked to sign up, is crucial to the success of the

program.

The "lack of interest" LEAs had all handled it the same as

any other course: mimeographed memos, br including it in a general

list. In some LEAs this was enough to'get a goodirnrollment, but

we believe it can be,relied only in small or rural LEAs where

there may be few in-service b ortunities, or where everyone
knows and likes the instructor,
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Most 'successful LEAs' did more:

41-,

Supportive principals helped by announcing the program and

Urging 'teachers to take it, though they could seldom explain the

. program in much depth. In some units where all teachers gather

for a single largmeering at the beginning_ag school, it was

possible to make a presentation to everyone at once. For

instance, the New Pioneers Director. was invited to Montgomery

County and given two hours to show the filmstrip, explain

the program; and take 44estions. Of .the two hundred teachers

present, sixty-five pressed interest in taking the course.

In fact, a couple of the smaller units took advantage of

their size to presefit the entire coursb to the entire faculty in

these pre-school meetings.'

.
In units Eno large for a single staff meeting, showing the

filmstrip in individual faculty meetings seemed the best approach.

In Iredell County and in'M
1
ore County, we lent them enough ,

k

1,.- copies so that they could end teams out to several schools at

once, covering 20 schools in a month. '',

d. Course OrganizdUon
(1) When:classes were held during teacher work days, (either

all atonce in August or scdttered through the year;) or weekly,

after school or, in the evening'. Using work days has the advantage

of.easy scheduling. Weekly meetings have the advantage of gciod

percolation time a chance for newideas to sink in.

(ii) How long: ranged from ten to thirty. Systems which offered

10 did so in the belief that' teachers would not sign up for more,

'Perhaps they were right, but the trainers felt they were .just

getting started, and the group just beginning to open up, when.they

had to stop. -1,lo one who offered 20 hours had trouble holding

interest. Indeed, nearly all reported they could seldom finish

a lesson, the'discussion was so lively. One LEA gave 20 course

hours with,10 moreiof independent .study, for a total of "30.

(iii) Class size ranged from 20 to 80. There _seemed to be no

need to limit the size, unless the trainer insisted: Large groups

were managed easily by combining lectures with small discussion.

groups.

(iv) Class membership fanged from all vocational to a total

mix. Some prosAas were voluntary, other classes were made up

off those who_were asked to represent their .schools. School

representatives were supposed to share their new knowledge with

fellow teachers. As on the LEA level, ,they could only be .

effective with strong administrative backing. In the 2nd year,

..vlatawba County required the prograin of teachers (10 hours).

=3='' This worked out well in the end, though there was initial resentment,

:4 6
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(v) The question of voluntary vs required is a *ticklish one.

Clearly, the promotional sessions must haye a captive audience.

A voluntary program assures a' happy.class. In a small unit

where ward of mouth is an effective communication system, this

will ,likely lead to requests for the course to be'repeated until--

a good proportion of teachers have been reached. The disadvantages

are slowness and the danger that those who most need the program

will never take it.

A required program may cause resentment, unless handled properly.

In small units where teachers expected sometype of pre-school

program, there was no problem. In Catawba County where our trainee .

trained trainers who pregented the program to everyone, in ten

required after-school sessions, there was strong resentment until

the inherent interest 'of the class won people over, The result:

one year, every school had a trained teacher, every teacher had

been exposed to new ideas about sex bias, and the local trainer glowed

with accounts of classroom' changes.

Our conclusion: mandatory programs are probably the %lot effective,

but even here, good promotion is the key.

e. Course Substance
The Black Book rpceived high marks. Some trainers used it

verbatim, most supplemented or altered it with their own ideas, and

one redid it completely, but all seemed grateful for having been

given so much material, and the security of knowing they did not haire

to make up anything on their own if they didn't want to.

One major recommendation fbr chamge: there was a unanimous

desire for a lesson specifically on how sex bias hurts men. It had

been our aim to include the masculine viewpoint in every lesson, but

apparently that was not enough. Some had already put together their

own session on sex bias against-men, often using the Schloat Masculinity.

Series*, and had scheduled it for early in the course, in order to

make a clear statement to.men that they were not only welcome, but an

important part of what was going on.

To our considerably surprise, well over half of the participants

had used the lesson eirsex. -- the real 'thing not stereotypes. It

deals with all of the implications of the dolEle 'standard, including

the relationships between conventional' sex and violence and 'conventional

sex and prostitution. By any standards', it's a heavy session, and

North Carolina has many communities that will not tolerate any sort of

sex education. In preparing the course, we understood this, but we

*Prentice-Hall Media, Inc., 150 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, New York

1.01. %
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also felt that these issues are in fact central to the problems
-of sex bias, and that in all honesty we had to level with our
participants even if they. felt they could'not use the material
at home. 'However, those who used it felt that it had been one

of their best sessions. We were glad excessive caution had -not

made us pull our punch.

3. THE SECOND TIME AROUND
a. Extending the Invitation

In the 'individual conversations with the Local Directors
throughout the spring, we hie talked at some length with them about
the 'Summer Institute program, and the success of the New Pioneer

courses. They. se.emed very interested, appreciating the opportunity
fora locally controlled, in-depth program. The extent of their

interest satisfied us that we would have no trouble filling the 1-

program again.

The first year our invitation had been wor ded cautiously. This

meant that the burddn of promoting the program to a sceptical or
indifferent central office fell on the trainee: Now, with g'

successful program and strong endorsements from local superinten-
dents behind us, we decided to be more direct. We sent an
invitation to the Superintendent, Director of In-service Education,
and Local Director,of Ocdupational Education in each LEA which had
not taken part ),he first year. This packet included a strong

recommendation from the State Superintendent, Craigsphillips,
comments from last year's participants, a description of the various
ways the courses had been organized,. a tentative content outline,

and a nomination form. We emphasized that we were not accepting
.individual participants, but the LEA's nomination. The form included

a statement to be signed by the local Superintendent,Ithe Staff

Development Coordinator, and the Local Director of Occupational.
Education, declaring their intention' to support the course. We also

asked for a*paragraph giving whatever present plans the LEA might
)ave for organizing the program next fall. (See Appendix CJ

By describing the program in detail, and by asking for a strong
.statement of intention from the LEA, we were trying to 'prevent the
situation in which we trained a person who went home all fired up,
and ran into apathy or opposition in their central office. We knew

we were paying a price, because this strategy did scare some people
off. We have no way of knowing how many administrators may have
decided against the program hdcause,Of it, but we do know that some
LEAs which wanted to take part were not able to find a teacher who
was willing to,eake that much responsibility. 'Nevertheless, twenty-

nine units were represented in the '76 training session, and those
who arrived all knew what they were in for. Perhaps coincidentally,

twenty-nine is almost exactly the same percentage of eligible units
'as we had had the year before with forty-=ix. %en we take into
account the fact that the first year haJ skimmed off those units
that always want to get into new things, we felt' that twenty-nine
was a good number.
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b. MultipleCopies Of the Black ook

In 1975, we gave each participant one complete copy of the
courie,pdaterial, the "Black Boob. " Our Wayne County trainer;
who initiated the pattern of training trainers localPq,
persuaded her local unit to pay for photocopying(forty copies'of
the whole book. It cost approximately seven hundred dollars.
Overwhelmed, we had all the material retyped s ogle spaced,
ran everything on both sides, and were ab roduce a thousand
copies for a little over five hundred doll rs.--It-Eade for
quite a collating'session on the 'Thursday night, AS each person
counted out their thirty copies of each sheet! Even though some
units knew that thirty would be not nearly enough, this, was a
step in the right direction, and was met with glad cries when we
announced it.

c. Revising The Training Institute
The schedule was fundamentally the same, with each morning or

afternoon representing one day of the course. However, we did
make two changes, to take into account that last year's trainees
had felt overworked, and also that they did not have enough time
for planning.

)
In 1975, we devoted ,one evening to assertiveness-training, and--

filled,our one piece of,"free time," the slot between 5:00 p.m.
and 6:00 p.m., with optional practice sessions on sssertivaness.
Only a few attended the afternoon sessions, the others
going back to their rooms to collapse before dinner. Valuable
though this training was, we decided to use these time slots
to meet the needs of recreation and planning.

A

i. Planned Relaxation: We could not reduce the work load,
but'we could use our time more positively. We needed more
relaxing, informal interaction, so weeheld a wine and cheese party
from '5:00 to 6:00 (refreshments paid for by the participants).

Everybody came. It gave us a time to be together share feelings.,
and swap stories. We made it seem as much like a party as possible,
and held it in a permanent hospitality suite, an-attractive room '

.with comfortable sofas around the alls and tables and chairs set,
up in the middle. This strategy i -highly recommended, It made.

folks feel pampered and proved more relaxing than retiring in small
groups or alone. Further, swapping tories is essential in
understanding and coming to terms wi h sex bias a necessity,
not a luxury.

ii. More meJ Having also saved an evening by
eliminating assertiveness training, we were ableto give the
participants Thurdtay night for Planning. Many cif them worked

late on-their plans, sitting in the hospitality room and working
together.- The free time and the chance to work together asking
advice Of each other or the project staff did a great deal to
alleviate the anxiety that the first year's trainees had felt.
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iii. Voices Of Experience: The second year we used no outside

consultants for planning-the actual program, but4instead called

on partici ants from 1975. In each case they either gave a basic

presentati n or led a supplemental session. In additigps.we.

.featured "Voice of.Experience" at each of our wine,....and cheese

partiesi/in'which the person spoke for seven or eight minutes

about the quality of their'bxperience, and talked informall7with

anyone who had questions. These people gave excellent tips on how

they organized their course, got administrative backing, collected

maerials,'etc. Most of all, they conveyed theii.. own enthusiasm.

As one woman wrote, "I have been pleased to find-that thpse who

gave the workshop lastyear feared that theininits were conservative,

but were happily pleased to find that they andthe sex bias.

attitudes went over well ,and were accepted positively." .

4

., Evaluations And Personal Letters: Once again, we used two

tylfesof feedback, the evaluation of each session, arykethe personal

letters. Once again, letters proved most valuable. No changFs

in schedule were necessary this year. There were two participants

with serioul personal reservations about the protram. Because the

letters let them express .their concerns it was. possible for the

Director to addresstheir4need&boxh,*in-the
general sessions, and

in individual convensations.b In.toth cases, their final letters

stated their'satisfactiA'thit their.concernll'hgd been taken

pseriously, and that eit,needd.thgd been te'riik of

'repetition, we would like to emphasize the importance of letting

participants saykhow they are feeling. We mighty have lorgt4tIF

very good people if it had-not been for` this exchange.. W

4, GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE ALRAINING-PROCES° .

"Is it possible to train, people in one nek7to beeffeptive

local leaderson a subject which is both totally_ new to them and

one which ptoduc, a great deal of emotion nand tsopte hostility?"

Before we started the training,program, many people exprlesed

exactly this fear'..- Without meaning to overestimate the impact of

the local New Pioneer courses, we still believe the answer is an

emphatic "yes". Nearlfy.every trainee who completed their focal

course was,enthusiastic. Their appiehengionw acid inexperience'

dissolved as they realisedthat_lheir
subj'ect mattet yes- it

inherently. interesting, and that' it was in facOolvIng 4 real
0

problems in real people's lives.
. ,

,*

As of this writing (spring 1977) 50-plus° courses have been
,

taught, directly reaching over 1700 teachers.. Many more.have

had short sessions, seen the filmstrip, arranged.a program for

their club, "or been involved in some way And thej4ees goes

On, often producing results that, few even_Thin1C4tO coaneOt with

New Pioneers. e

Of all our activities, if we had to pick one, this would be

it.
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E. OTHER ACTIVITIES

r;
1. PUBLICIINFOkMATION

An organized program of community relations directed at
potential employers and at parents of students would be a valuable .
adjunct to a program such as New Pioneers, if there were sufficient
staff. We did not have the resources for such a 'program. However,
the impoitance of public support for any effort in the'schools
cannot be overstated, and we took every possible opportunity to
inform the public about the New Pioneers Project.

.a. Speaking

As word of the New ,Pioreers Project spread, a wide variety of
invitations tO speak came in. We accepted every one we could fit'
into the schedule. These appearances fell into several-categories:

School-Related Groups: Organizations such as North Carolina
Association of Educators, the School Boards Association,.and
Ehe Assistant Principals' Association,.galYe an excellent _opportunity
to reach influential school people, and often led direCtly 43%6

invitations to work with a school unit.

College Classes: Several teacher education institutions invited
us to speak to psychology or education classes, thus reaching
future teachers.

Civic Organizations: Men's lunch clubs and women's church groups
proved to be eager audiences at the local level. Many of our
trainees found themselves.in considerable demand.

Community.Forums: Perhaps it was, the bicentennial year, but mem,
communities in North Carolina had a series of community forums on
a variety of subjects, open to the public. These forums gave an
audience of two or three hundred./ and it was a real break for the
project-when the Director's name was put on the North Carolina
,Division of Human Relations' rec speakers list,

b newspapers, Radio And Television

We issued several press,releases in the course of the two
years, announcing the project, announcing results of statistical
studies of class' enrollment, and deicrihing the training institutes.
The press` releases on the trailing institutes went out with the
names of the local'paitipatee7 and were picked-up in -local papers.
In addition, we had several opportunities to appear on radio '.
or_television programs, to describe New Pioneers. Such presentations
range from ten minutes on the. radio Farm Hour with a'girl offider
of FHA, to asepiesof four full programs qn the Bette Elliot.
Show, awomen'S morning television program.

51
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c. Publications
Because reducing sex stereotypes in Occupational Education)

is a new subject there were many opportunities to write articles

aboutk,some facet of it. This seemed like a valid use of staff

time, partly for public relationsand partly because the resulting

reprints made useful workshop materials. For example, two

articlespublished in The Business Leaerlandjbe Bulletihlnot only

were a way of communicating with Nortivarolina's business
teachers and students, butt also were used as handouts at Summer

Conference, and developed further intro a series of workshops

for secretaries in the state agency. 'combating the Cinderella

Syndrome ", published in Community College Review,2gave an
'opportunity to present the substantive approach of the program,

and discuss the importance of Occupational Education for women.

"Stamping Out Sex Stereotypes in North Carolina", published in

the American Vocational Journal,
3 gave an overview of the entire

project, 'focusing on how we went about it and what the results

were. -Requests for further information have come from 26 states

and as far dway as Australia. Other publications include:

"Roads.*y From Power ", The High School Journal,

Fail:1975.

."Nothing New Under The Sun", Agricultural
Education, July 1976.

"How Sex Bias Can Ruin A Marriage", Journ)Oof
.-tope Economics, Spring, 1977.

2, WORKING DIRECTLY WITH STUDENTS
die New Pioneers Project tried to develop strategies-for

working with state and local administrators, establish ways for .

them to reach teachers, who would in turn reach students. The

staff very seldom tInorked.direotly with students. However, some

.such invitations did come in, and we always lumped at them. We

considered these occasions primarily as research, though of

,course we hoped the students would profit. Therefore, we started

nearly each such session with some sort of questionnaire or
exercise designed to give,the project more information about

students' attitudes. These efforts did not constitutArigorous
research project, but neverthe).em did giVe valuable feedback. .

Wvused'short.attitude questionnaires about work roles, asked. them

N: t6 write paragraphs replicating Matina Hornr's study on the far
of success, 4or asked them to write on the advantages or disadvan-

tages of being their own or the opp&ite sex.

1. North Carolina Department df Public Instruction, Spring 1975.

2. June 1975; Volume III, Number 1, pp. 6-13.

3, April, 1971). '

4:! Horner, Matina S. SUCCESS AVOIDANT MOTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR. Harvard

University, Cambridge, Ma sachusetts: 150 p.
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In these brief encounters, the principal result was to
demonstrate that stdtents' interests are very different from

adults'. Much more work needs to be done on the best watto
catch the attention of students of different ages, and ronwhat
their anxieties related to sex role stereotyping may be. For

example .dult audience 'nearly always ask a question about

the fects on chiidren f mothers go to work. No high school

au ience ever asked this question,, Levels of hos ty were

equently higher with students than they were wit a ults.

t was clear that students were receiving very con i ting

essages from each other and their society, and they had a
rrific need to talk directly about these confusions. Our

mmer institute people said the 'same thing at the foilow-up

nference. Many were astoni.shed, even hurt, at their students'

eactions. When they discovered/how stereotyped the kids really

were, they were universa in their conviction That an indirect
a9proaCh would never work.,

a. .

5.3

1.
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F: CONCLUSION

At the end of the fiNttyear of the New Pioneers Project,

statistics showed us that we had nearly a thousand more girls

in°Agriculture, nearly seven hundred more girls in Trade and

Industial programs, and thirteen hundred more boys in Home

Economics. In the second year,
Agri5plture rose again, to

leave us with a total rise of 1739. Home Economics went up to

a total increase of 2123. And though TAI dropped the spcond

year the tdtal was still an increase, and we were inOrsted

that some ofthe second year classes, which show the:most',

serious commitment, showed gains. Brick MasonryII,rose from

5 to 13, Carpentry .II from 7 to 29.,' 4

1. WHAT DO TP4 N1MBERS MEAN?

Seventeen hundred more girls in Agriculture! That's a big

"number. Yet, divided among a,hundreeand forty-three local

education agencies, it's only about a ozen in each one. For

the Trade and Industrial programs only five or six. That doesn't

sound like much at all. One or two girls in Carpentry, one or

two in Masonry', three orfour in Outdoor Recreation and Applied

Ecology. The numbers are tiny. Yet,, it is in the tiny numbers,

not the large ones, that the true accomplish ent.of the New ,

;Pioneers Program lies. Ten more girTs-in a Horticulture program

,(...,'that had 15 already means much le#s than two in an Agriculture

mechanics class that has never had a girlbefore. A single girl

in Brick Masonry is truly a, pioneer. She has the job not only

'A of learning the "trade, but odf reassuring'- -her
teacher that she is

competent, her boy friend that she is still female, acid her

c parents that she's not going to get in trouble in a class full

'of boY3-. Comparably, a boy in Cosmetology or'Child DevelopmeNtr

may need much more strength than the one who join's hi's friends in

"Independent Living."

,2. WHO ARE THE NEW PIONEERS?
They are all kinds of people, taking these courses foi all

kinds of reasons. But they have -some things in common: They

are likely to share a spirit,.of.adventure,.a
positive self-image,

and sense that the world carickange for othe better.

In the course of all 'those meetings with the Loeal. Directors;

we began to recognize..the-type of administrator that made New

Pioneers work. The pioneering students are just.the same, only

a little younger: They make it clear that they,really doinLend*

tto do sqmething, and they make it clear that they intend to have

a good time as they go about it. 14 would like to think that

their joyous laughter
of"accomplishment is the signature of the

New Pioneers.
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS

The New Pioneers Project to Elim ate Sex Bias in-Occupational
Education demonstrates that w small resources (a staff of two

,mg. and budget of approximately forty thousand dollars per year),
it is. possible to have a wide impist by making use of the resources,
of the state education agency: N6t only /does this approach produce

. prompt reulfts in aigreat many different places, but by actually
altering the service deliVery system,-it assures that the impadt
will continue. The following recommendations are a distillation
of the tiTo years' worth of experiences described in the pteceeding
narration.

`A. General philosophical approach for Project Staff,
State and Local Leadership

B.

.

Strategied and Activities for the*ProjectStaff

J. State.Trogram Area Plan to eliminate spx bias j:n
Occupational Education

D. ,Local plan to eliminate-sex bias in Occupational I .

Education

E. .Setting up the Local Inservice Course

F. The spirit,of the New Pioneers

NOTE: SectiOns*,D and E would ideally be' implemented uncer state
. leadership, as' described in Section 131 However, these

segments can be used independently., following the approach
dOcribed in Sections A arid T. 4

a...
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4

' A. GENERAL PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH
fOR PROJECT STAFF, STATE)AND LOCAL LEADERSHIP

LI, Distinguish Between Sex Discrimination And Sex Bias

Discrimination we defirie as that which is against the law.
Anything illegal mist,be obvious, because you have to be able

to prove it happened. Discussion of,thelaw should be limited

to a few preliminary minutes; sufficient to make clear. people's

legal responsibilities and rights.

""

.

Bias is theunconssious underlying network of assumptions that

say's men and wcifien are and should be different not Only,,physicallyb,

but also in their_ personalities, fbilities, and occaPtiOns.', We
.

rare all biased -- only ewof us intentionally discriminate.

Understanding biles leads to understanding, of how we Lcpnsciously.

. .

u

shape our students. and ourselves. We can analyze how"we bend others

out of shape to me our'preconde)btins; and also learn 'how. we

develop positive sits: indepeKdence in,boys, nuequrance in girls,

so that the an be/extended -4.(:, everyone/ 7 .:

Attacking Discrimination . # nderstanding Bias .
.

1 ..

attacic7S)orily the symptqms

OM.

addresses only those who
actively discr

.

inate

creates .defensiveness and

ho2tility

urages the "compliance
mentality" and minimal
action L

14.4

redresses wrongs'

appeals to. omen's sense of..
outrage, SO men's sense of
altruism or guilt

benefits {mostly women

addresses causes

ft .

addresses everyone

'

reduces defensiveneli
can intrisue,'exFite,

-
even fascinate

me

encourages positive
investgation which is
consistent with teachers'
own goals as educators:

opens opportunities
-

1,

'appeals to everyone's '-

sense o,f self-deyelopment

hene0.ts men and women ,

_equally-

If teachers understand bias, they will get'exc tea and involve4,

and
. ,

discrimination.will take care of itself.. If-t given a-'

"pure Title.IX approach", they maYfight,every effort. Tb refore

leapfrogging over discrimination to deal direct,l'y with bias may' n

the long tun' Iv the most effectiv4waY o.f complying with the law.

c
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2. Include Men.
'Emphasize at evert possible occasi

works mostly against women, bias hurts
shave p6id the same psychological, price
bought tore for the price they paid).
points with anecdotes about both sexes
will be amazed and delighted.

4.

j

-for simple fairness

-4

on th!" although discrimination
men and women equally. (Men

as women -- though men
Thenever possible, illustrate
, or alternate. Everyone

-most administrators are-men. If we appedi only to a

man's altruism or his guilt,'wre aren't getting enough
of him. To,be effective, he must be'involved for his

own sake.
.

-many women reject ehe. women's movement" because they

were neared to fight other people's battles, never

their own: Thair value system rejects anything which

sounds iiabby.,or complaining. Only when. they see

that reducing bias will help men can they open their
minds to how it helps women.

Ho? %,
: .

.

In ditcussing how bias hurts men, emphasize the real losses
men have suffered, slich is being cut off from their children.

or feeling compelled to take the highest paying job instead

of the most satisfying one, rathdr than, simply saying that the
'Superman image is'unrealistic.

c

3: Start At The Beginning
. Discdssion of sex bias - whexe it comes from, hoW,to recognize
it, how pervasive it is, whae it doest people should precede

any effort to develop or recommend-specific practical strategi.es,
or to persuade individuals to begin to take any sort of action.

Remember that every member of your audience is.a person first and '
a professional second, andthat the ,issues you are discussing

hit close tol,Kome in one way or another on a peKsonal level.
Pushing specificactiVities iAan effort to "keep it simple" before
misgivings are allayed may be percdived as "coming on too strong."
In any 'given session, provide information first,,then allow time

for reaction, questions and anecdotes. startA41g with discussion

may reinlorce 'previously held stereotypes.

. '

. Su f Your Presentation TO The Audience
1.4ith.an entire faculty,, yod will;keep your discusion gerteral. '

If you have a specific group, follow the general discussion with
sdtethIlig related to.itheirsubject area.

,

-

g oleo. t5^

,
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0

For Occupational Education, we fbund three themes useful:

a. the importance 61lifecime planning for both

girls and boys

b. the, importance of options for both sexes
based on'ability and informed personal interest

/c. the special needs of disadvantaged girls

5. Be Open With.Students
Teachers may be.atAzed to discover that students are often more

stereotyped.in their thinking than adults who have spent some

5r4ars in the real world. Students need a'chance to talk direCtly

about stereotypes, to unlystand the' conflicting messages they'

are getting, in order to make conscious choices. Simply creating

an unbiased environment Would not be enough, eves if it were

possible.
. ,

6. Stay Away From Quotas
On both a statewide and local 1:lasis, it is a good idea to

collect enrollment figures at the beginning of the program,, and

annually therea4er, in order to measure progress. However, heavy .

emphasis on numberS should be avoided, and it shouldbe stressed.

'that no student will be enrolled in A course in order to meet a

' quota.

If pre-registration and counseling processes do a good job

of Tasking it clear that all courses are open, inform all students

as to the advantages and disadvantages of each course, and give

students some -____tunic-- to overcome their own stereotyped

assumptiops, quota will be unnecessary.

- Remember:. Th ,opposite of the-old coercion is not a new

oercion. The opposite of coercion is informed.

choice
Ice

7. Nevef Laugh At Anyone.
gears of integrated rest rooms, lose .femininity, etc. are-

.real and should be answered seriously.

0
8. Laugh As Much As'Possible With Others, At Yourself ...:) .

)

Reducing:sex ,bias can be a'lot of fun if you can grin

spontaneously with the 108th pergon whOtellginupthey aren't

biased against sex. Mixing,!..iexes in vocational programs will

lead to some ludicrous moments, but as long, as. the basic.doMmitment

to change is.there, laugh and'pnjoy them. t =, _

A
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B. STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES FOR THE PROJECT STAFF

.1: The project should be so located in the agency that the staff
can both function and.be perceived as regular members of the agency,
with full access to.relevant meetings, memos, etc.'

..se

1.

2. At the same time, agency executives must be willing to make
it clear that the aim of the project is to incorporate the
elimination of sex bias into everyone's work, not leaving it all
up to the project staff.

3. Analyze The System. Take a good look' at how-Yourer:rticular
state agency is organized, to discover the formal and informal

'access points, leverage points and dead ends. You will*stand the
best chance of having a permanent impact if you use the system to
reform the system.

°

c.

a.' Who are the individuals who will make something happen
or keep it from happening, either becausetof their
folmal position or thei informal influence?

b. What are the access is built into the delivery
''systM? In North Carolina, we identified the following:

(i) the legal requirements oflitle IX, which are
the main reason many people, especially admini
strators, are interested in sex bias.

(ii) aqicess to state staff (CurriCulum 'Specialists, Field

Support Specialists on Federal Requirements, Area
Directors of Vocational Education); Who laye wide

No° -
impact on local administrators and teachers.

(iii) access to'Locar Directors of Vocational Education,
w4'diYect the loCal programs and prepare' an annual
plan to meet federal requirements.

. .

(iv) access to malty regular meeting an% conferences,
such as regional FHA conferences, the Occupational
Education edchers' Summer' Conference, meetings

. of North Carolina Association of Educators, the
School Boards Association{ etc.',

,:- :

(v) state certification regulations that teachers must
. acquire'a certain number of anserviceeducational

' **experience& in order to renew their teaching licenss.

6 1 .
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(vi) advisory lists on instruc tional materials which
are mailed annually by the Materials Review
'and EvaluationCenter to all school libraries.

/

(vii) agency print and media resources for developing
cassette filmstrips,/han4outs, training
materials, etc.

(viii) financial resources and t e Department of
Public Instruction's repu 'ation to attract
workshop participants.

(it) the general visibility of being A Project
Director, which leads to opportunities'to
speak, write articles, or make radio and
television appearances to publicize the
program.

A': Recommendations Poz,'Wo64144With State Staff ;

a. Become familiar with the nature c each program area,

What is actually being taught? What are the specific

skill requirements? Are some teachers likely to have
more work experience than formal 'education? Do some

programs have more prestige. thanothers?

/

b. Learn the work situation and organization of each
program area. Are 'consultants organized by function

or b- geography? Do they .spend Most of their time

on Tield visits ?' Curriculum development?' How Much

jurisdiction do they have in approving textbooks?
Local programs? Most important: how gUsy are they?

c. Start at the beginning. Provide enough introductory
inservice for the whole division.to insure that everyone
understands.the goals oE the program; and begins to
develop understanding andinsight...into the natpre and

problems of sex bias, as distinct from sex discrimination.
Don't forget people need time to talk.

d. Work with the staff of each program 'area to develop
their writtemplan tailored to the needs And opportunities
in that trarticUlar subject area.

(See Section C)

ts
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0

J

. -

e. Note on-Preparing Planning Guides.' The job of helping
others prepare their own plans is tricky: you want them
to do their own thinking, yet you do not want to play
games or reinvent the wheel.

y

Handing people a list of recommended activities such as
those in sections C,D, and E may leave them overwhelmed or
resentful at all the things they "should" do, or run the
risk of their accepting it unquestioningly, 'never really
adapting it to their own needs and therefore never imple-
menting it. They may further perceive you as one who rams

... things down their throats.
a

The best planning guide is probably a series of questions
which will assure that all major activities, are considered in
terms of.each planner's own reality. Each question cah be
followed by alternative activities, with you explaining the
main advantage's and disadvantages df each.

t

A primitive version of such a planning guide is seen in
Appendix F. !The recommendations in4ections C,D, and E are
the answers we've found. We stand bphind them, but we'rei

not sure that handing the-4, m out unvarnished is the best way

to use them.

R commendationsommendation For Working With Local Directors

a. Provide introductory inscrvice on sex bias before asking
.4441, Local birector to commit themselves to plans. At leas one,

perhaps two, sessions are necessary. In North Carolina,
Local' Directors meet regularly in regional meetings, makin

inservice easy. Though you will probably not be able to
( become familiar with each LEA's s,iituation, remember that there

are many conditions that may influence the response to your
program: local attitudes, leadership styles, unrelated local
crises, and a.full spectrum of individual attitudes_and personal
situationsof.the Local Directors themselves.

b. Pilot Units. . The easiest way to become familiar with typical
local organizations is'to establish volunteer pilot units, to

%belvisited individually four developing1ocal plans.

c. Develop a planning guide based on your woriewith piloi unitL
ecide whether your guide would be more effec:flejit is
m, ply a list of leading questions, or if it should include

recommended Activities. (See section D of these recommendations)

_
) . t' ! '. 7

d. First Year Plans.' Explain planning guide and recommended .

activities at Local Director meetings. Group sessions should be
satisfactory, if follow-up is providea'by Area DIAgctors to -

assure that Local Directors do complete their sex briat_plans
on their own.

;,
, .

4 4-
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e Second Year,Plans. .The.second Aar, if at all possible,
plans should be discussed individually, as some Local
Directors will have done a good deal, others virtually
nothing.

f. At all times be prepared to give Local Directors all
ithe'support they ask for, in the for f letters; memos,
telephone calls, or personal visi to explain the project
to their superintendents.

g. Make 'clear to the Local Directors what services:they can
count on you for - local teacher workshops, meeting with
principals, or whatever.

6., Information And Awareness Services

/-
a. Short puesentatiOn. (faculty meeting's, ini,ni- sessions at

conferences). We recommend 25 -30 minutes to outline the
philosophy of theprogram,jdentify the nature and impact
of sex bias, and tell a f07 stories, followed:by 20 minutes
of questions. Forty-five minutes is really a minimum to do
anything useful It is enough to define terra's, dispel
misconceptions, add perhaps raise some interest, but will
hardly motivate much change.

b.''' Two-hoar workshops are long enough fora good introduciciry
session time t.0 go, into some detail, and to suggest some
possible activities for change.

All day sessions allow' trle for quite a lot of substance,
for small group involvement in learning activities, and for '
planning. To be really useful,. follow-up activities are .

important. "''

d. Information Package which can be mailed, and which is
therefore independent of the project, staff (crucial if
your state is large and your staff is small). We decided'
to make our own filmstrip,* but it might be possible toL

buy ape, or make up a combination of filmstrip and handouts,
or whatever. Stich a presentation shOuld include: the origins
and symptoms o4,sex bias, the unconscious dature of most
biased behavior,' and the effects of sex bias-on both men and

.women. Our filmstrip also touches on the need for lifetime
planni es some statistics on women workers, some average
salaries typically male and female jobs, and discusses
the advantages of mixing occupational programs,"with many
pictures of programs ,that are already mixed., 7,

*This filmtrip, "I'm Glad I'm A She", I'm Glad I'm A He",is aVaigable on loan.
Unfortunately we are nbt set up to sell it, butiwe'would be honored if
you would like to make your own copies and return the original to us.

.
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7., Local Courses for Teacher Certificate Renewal-Credit. ,One

theme has,Eun through these recommendations: the importance of

of giving teacher,s, an extended opportunity to understand the

implications of sex bias.
-

Although the information services abeire,,, necessary, they

are all too brief to provide percolation time. Also, they

are all too dependent on state staff. A good program should

be under local control, with local leaders. Therefore, the

most Valuable use of project Staff time is likely to be in

-training local leaders.

a.. Promoting the program. Some states may be able to be more

directive than we in North Carolina can be. Our agency has

more a "service" than a "regulatory" function, and there is'

no way we cpn require, any LEA to take part in tlie program. °

Therefore., yon' enjoy the luxury of aicommand

performance, a solid promotion is necessary:

(i) Include statements of support from your chief state

school officer, Director of Vocational Education,.and

anyone else whose endorsement will be valued.

(ii) Empha;ize that the course will provide-a program which

will give educational substance to TitleIX efforts,

reducing any hOstility to the new law on the part of

teachers,) and providing clear evidence pf the LEA's

desire to comply-with the spirit as well as .the letter

of.the law.

(iii) Emphasize that the course, will be locally controlled.

(iv) Emphasize that the training is free, only

on a commitment to 'support the course in publicity,

logistics, and financial_resodrce. (It is important that

you get this commitment as solid as possible, otherwise

y9U are setting trainees up for disappointment or,frustration).

h

Aw ;

a list of the topics to be covered, using down-to-

earth catchy phrases that will make the course sound

interesting:- Thiel is crucial, as most people will assume

you are offering a program purely on sex discrimination,

a topic which they ar.e regard as unpleasant.

(vi) Direct the invitation to tie Local Superintendent% Director.

.
of Staff Development, and the Director of Vocational

EduCation, as the individual vho actually makes such decisions

will vary from LEA to LEA.

*
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b. Who should receive he training? Nontinees 'should be any

one whom other teachers can relate comfortably. _

There no need for themto have any previo4s,knowledge of
sex bias. Indeed, there may be some disadvantages if they already
have a local reputation for being hipped on the subject.

If your funding is categorical vocational funding, as ours
your trainees will have to be vocationally funded teachers or

guidance counselors. However,,we also had academic teache s or
Antral office staff when the local agency was willing to pay
their expenses. As far as we could tell, the individual's
,academic or vocational background made no difference in
their effectiveness.

c. How many? Because of financial estraints., we accepted only

one from each participating LEA. However: it was often hard
on our trainees to have no partner two would be better if

-you can afford it.

/ certificated. How long? In North Carglina, teachers earn one
renewal credit for each ten contact hours. We planned our
local course to be ten lessons of two hours each, and worth
two credits. The training session.therefore fit eas'ly into
five days, with each morninvor afternoon representi g one i

lesson. As our trainees alio had supplementary sessl ns on

' special subjects, materiels, and methods, they receive three

credits. . .. .-..,

e. Teaching Materials should be` as complete as possible. We

gave each presentation written out completely, plus either
speaking notes, discussion questions, or activities. The

assumption should be made ,that the trainees know nothing about
sex bias, and they should be free from all necessity of having

to take subje tithatter notes. They should, however, be

encouraged to ke notes on methods of approach, ways to
answer tough q estions, etc.. If you have the resources to

provide them 'th multiple copies to be used with their
students, so much the better. ,

Af;

f. Conducting The Training Institute_
Beyond substantive preparation, your biggest job.is to keep

yOur trainees loved and caTed.for2 Any week long training

session is exhausting anyway this one is-emotionall/

exhausting too.

(i) Hold the institute in a place which is comfortable and
iprovides'some opportunity for .E.ecreation', even though '

many trainees' may work took hard to spend much time in the

pool. .

64
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GO. 'Build in opportunities for informal fellowship between the
participants, rather.than #imply hoping for them undei- the .

heading-"free time". For us, it was a daily wine and cheese

party. In addition; one evehing participants were assigned
to go out to dinner and to the movies, or watch television,

and report on sex stereotypes the next morning.

(iii) Participants must be given an opportunity to express individually'

chow they are feeling abouthe experience, which maybe'an

. ' e4hilarating, upsetting, or depressing one for them. Written.

letters from each participant worked well for us. With a

larger staff, individual conferences might be possible,,
though-,some people will express objections more easily on //

paper than face to face.

(iv) Voices of .experience, if possible, the presence of folks who (-

have already taught such a course is enlightening and reassuring.
They can 'share their experience, not only giving good advice
but- also offering living proof that it is possible to discuss

/sex bias and survive.

(47) Helping The Trainees Plan:
Our trainees' greatest concern was uncertainty as to what

we expected of them, and how best to achieve their goals.

'However, when their written plans were completed, they felt

confident.

The planningefessionshould not be left till,the very end.

We had t Thursday afternoon, and gave the participants
Thursd night free to complete their written plans. (We

require, the written plans as a condition for receiving .

,credit, in lieu of a final exam,. As we helped teachers plan,

we tried to emphasize they did not need to develop fgsson

plans (the Black Book provided those) but rather consider all
of the decisions they would hale to make and contingencies
they would have to face in order to *establish a successful
rogram., Because we knew each person would face a different

local situation, we phrased our planning guid9 entirely in

terms of questions. "('See Appendix F) Many areas are beyond

our control, and -no recommendations from us would be
A

appropriate. ,Howevers, there were some areas;where we could .

make recommendations. These are outlined in section F.

g. Support and follow up. Ideally, each trainee should lite visited.
Those_who.arehaving difficulty can profit from the support of

the state consultant in meetings with their local gBminrstrators,

and in. private diSe*ssions of whatever problemsPor.worries they
may have. Visiting the successful programs gives the state

consultant a wealth of ideas on how to solve problems in otifer

places. If individual visits are impossible, letters and phone
calls can be substituted if4they are done on a.regular basis.

v
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A followup conference is strongly recommended. It shOuld

take place around November or February, when trainees have
had achance to Ot well into their courses, but, there is
still time in the school year fl" those who have not started
to profit from their fellpws' experiehde.
conference should be a learning experience for the state

) ,

staff, with reports from trainees being the basis for refining

the program for the following year.

8. Other Activities:

a'. Public Information. If staff permits, an organized program

of reaching employers should be undertaken. If this is not

possible, every opportunity to speak to community groups,
schtol related groups, college ellipses, 4T do newspaper

'% interviews and radio and television appearances should,be

taken. If the Project Director enjoys writing, oppor.tunities

to publish articles in trade and educatioh magazines about

the program can be sought Out, as this topic is a timely one.
The resulting reprints bap be used as conference materials,
as well as public relitions vehiclei. if

/

b. Working Directly qith Students. A small staff working on tHte'

state level will spend most of its time with administrators

and teachers, rather than directly with students. Any invitations

to work with students should be used as research opportunities

to get direct feedback on their attitudes towards the problems

of sex stereotyping. Resulting data and anecdotes should be

fed back into the presentations used with administrators and

'teachers.

4

v
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In/
, IP.-e

C. colSATE PROGRAM AREA PLAN TO ELIMINATE -

SEX BIAS IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

.-
.0"

a

1

The following suggested activities should be.imfilemented by the

chief consultant or director of each program area, with the help of

the sex bias project staff. The project staff should be involved as

resource people as)much as pbssible, but the basic responsibility

remains with the chief consultant. It is important that the plan

be-preparedindividually <for each program area, as the,various areas

have diffierent needs and different opportunities. Generally, these

variances will fall into the topics of recruiting members'of the

minority sex, making them comfortable in their new environs, and

working with members of the majority sex enabling them to move

comfortalqy into a more integrated world. adys need help in

recognizig that they can respect themselves'if they do a job that was

previou'ily thought of as women's work, and boys in 'traditionally

male occupy ions need help in relating to the women who will be,

joining thei in the work force. ,Girls need toldevelop self-cbnf4ence

to enter professions previously seen as male, and to learn how to

relateto men in a professional manner.
ti

NOTE': See Recommendation item B:4.e. for.suggestions for converting

this section into a planning guide.

Plans may-folloia any format the staff°is comfortable with.. We

found .a thee.column style to be simplest: -%

.r 3
on

Objectives

/ (including dates)

Strategies or activities
(including person responsible)

V . -;..

E '

Sugge,ted activities (Objectives may be developed for each number) :.

1. Collect enrollment statistics, and repeat annunlry to measure

provess.
.
1

2a..Provide staff information on requirements of Title IX'.,
!

,

b. Provide staff in- service on the nature and effects of
.

sex bias, with time for discussiop. Make sure thht everyone ,

Aniderstands the distinction between discrimination and bias. .

Evaluation --

O

0

. 1

3% Involve the entire staff of each program area in developing

a plan, monitoring its implementation and,eyaluating,thel,,
,

'results.

.
t

4. 'Include the subject of sex bias in

- such'as annual plans, school visit
,

°

.71

all management Cbols
checklists

0 4

etc.-.

At-

0

o

4;1

U
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S.' Revise all brochures or other staff- produced material to

.make clear.that all programs are open to both sexes.

Include pictures of males and females working together,

if possible.
.o=3,

6. 'Alter recommend:3.0 shop or lab designs to be sure there

are adequate facilitie for both sexes rest rooms, lockers,

sizes of equipment.

7S;v000Analyze present teaching materials for sex stereotypes..

)
b. P'repare suggestions for positive ways of teaching from

the.present books until unstereotyped ones are available.

C. Prepare short checklist of items to look for in reviewing

new materialssend this to relevant publishers, share

it with all
pl'iblishersrepresentAtives who visit.

.

d.'As..materials' with positiv,e and,
unstereotyped images of.

both sexes become available, note thisfact on insidvisory

lists, or prepare a recommended list specific.;rly for this

purpose.

8. Examine all course titles tor gender implicatio,n0.and find

positive substitutes. .

4 9. Examine 'curricula for any needed changes or for appropriate

opportunities to help studentg learn about sex and work

stereotypes. Set in motion process for making such changes.

10. Develop list or:pioneering people in the trades from

newspaper clippings and localAindividuals, to function

as role models.

11. Develop suggested list of reasons why the subject area.

might be attractive to the pioneering sex.

0

12a- Develop list of possible objections that might be raised

by administ .ators, teachers, parents, with suggestions of

how to answ r the'questiong.

b. Develop list of actual problems that could. arise, with

suggested pethods for solving or coping with. them.

1 0:

13a. Prepare basic preSentation for teachers explaining the

nature of sex bias,in society and in:the particular

subjeCt area. . )
_ .

Incorporate this information into all contacts with

teachers and counselors - scho'ol visit check,lists,

special workshops,) regular faculty 'meetings, annual.
t

conferenwes, newsletters, classroom visits, media coverage.
t

t
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14i1 Work with youth clubs to insure that clubs do not.themselves
discrimipate.

Is

b. Work with youth to develop programs in ?Mich they assume a

/,

leadership role in ,informing themseliyes'About s 'as,.

informing the rest of. the school,, and work. to over pme it

. by informing:and encouraging younger studtnts about' the

subjett area.
/ .:0

4
o 0

l .

c..Help.youth to understand the dynamics of peer pressure,
recognizing it is no better to be pressured to pioneer
than to be pressure to conform to stereotypes.

l
'

/
15a Work with teacher education institutions to understand the

importance of indorporating an understanding of sex bias in
their practices and Curriculum. ,

--'004'

b. Encourage them to recruit pioneering students as future
' teachers:

..'

.

c. Make available all products of sex bias project for use

in teacher education classes.:
...°

.

-
.9

16. Develdp -a 'list of pioneering individuals to be recommended
for teaching or state staff positions. r .

--
,

lla. Make sure advisory councils include both sexes.
y'

. \

b. Inform advisory council of staff efforts on sex bias,
enlist their Aid. ,

I

18. Seek out opp tuni-ies for publicity in newsletters, trade

magn.Zines, newsp rs, radio or television,

19. Finally, pr ovide periodic,opportunitie.s for staff to hear
presentations anddiscuss various aspects-Of sex bias
for their own,enjoyment with no immediate requirement that
these be translated into plans or activities. Examples:'

almost any of the...lessons in the summer training session, or

topics ,like "How Sex Bias Can Ruir Your Marriag4%-"

e
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D. LOCAL PLAN TO ELIMINATE SEX BIAS IN'
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION.

' The local plans must be' Panned, and, implemented by the local
director of Occupational Education, using state staff as resource

people.

NOTE:. See Recommendation itgm B.4.e, foie suggestions for co verting'
this section into a planning guide , .

#

Plans may follow' any format the staff is comfortable with. We

found a three column style.to be simplest: '

'1/4

(including

1.

. Objective

dates),

Analyze the system

Strattgies or activities
(including person responsible)

in your LEA. Whosare the individuals

Evaluation

who

can helpcyou most? What are the formal and informal'structures
that you could use4to have an impact?

2. Collect enrollment data by program in order to measure progress.
Collect number of classes'100 percent one sex, and 90 percent

one sex. If numerical goals are desired, set them only in
reducing number of 100 percent or 90 percent classes. Quotas

are to be avoided.

3. Hold staff orientation meeting to explain teachers' responsi-
4

bilities ajid rights under Title IX, establish the distinction

between discrimination and bias, get informal assessment of
attitudes.

r-..
, -

4. Establish committ to deal with Ode-time' compliance requirements
(examine course desc iptions and, titles, course admission
requirements, gradua ion requiremen

f
a, facilities to serve both

sexes equally, inter st or skill ventories.used in guidance)-.

5 Plaif teacher
a, short sessions (1-2 hourg).using filmitrip and

disCussion for All teachers. I

b. send LEA representative -to Summer Training Institute,
then give strong support to, renewal credit course.

c: have teachers meet. together to prepare strategies,
using materials prepared by state staff, or working

. independently. They should:
-Analyze present teaching maCe'rPals for sex'stereotype

.7.
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4

d. "prepare suggestions for positive 'ways of teaching. from

. the present books until unstereotyped ones-are available.

. .

e. seek out and recommend for purchase unsf-ereotyped
materials as.they-became available.

.

,f

examine.' ail course titles and description'S gender

implications and find positive substitutes. Atfeast
once per subject area it should be clearly stake that

th rogram is open to both boys and girls, or 1.'11 or
4

e" should be
'

used. , ,

g. examine all curricula for any needed chanties or for
' appropriate opportuniti;is to helpfstudgiqts learp about 1-._,

work, and sex ste'reptypes.. Set in motion procesg for
_._ . e

, making such- changes. .

4
. . ,

h. develop liSft of pioneering people-in all occupations-
from

....L
r

newspAper clippings and local individuals.
, /

.

',.r - ,; .

1: develop suggested list of reai,as wh. acb subject
area might be attractive tO the pkoneering sex.

0
. . ,

. .

j. ' develop list of possible` objections that Might be,
raised by administrators, teachers, parents, with'
suggestions of bOw to answer the questions,.

, .; '
.

k. deelop list of actual problems. that could arise, with.,
,- .suggested methods for solving or coping with them.

* .
,

. .
.

1. prepare basic presentation for students e%plaining the
40nature of sex bias in 'society and. in the particular

subject area. .-
..

' '

.

m! discuss problems and advantages Of students' ttitudeS,
Make clear that any studenf who enrolls must do the
work. - '

,

n. discuss specific class activities, looking',out for
unconscious redegregation by either students or teacher.
(girls fix bulletin board while boys unibad truck).

o. invite teacher; who have already bad mixed classes to
share their experiences about student .pbilities, °

discipline situations, etc.' -

1

q. involve youth clubs and regular classes:.

.

a. assure-that youth clubs, do not discriminate in membet'ghip
. or -ativities..

IR
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b. giyesl.tudents opportunities to recognize and understand
sex bias in general, and its effect on both sexes...

c." recognize that students of all ages.need time to discuss
sex.stereotypes openly:

(i) because the world is sending very bonflicting
messages.

'(ii) becauoe theirneeds and 'interests varywith
physical and social development:

d, teach students to recognize biasoin their textbooks..
. .

e. find pioneering'pictuies for students to paste in
the flyleaf at'a reminder that the world is changing.

f. encourage discussion of changing work and fa *ily roles
for both sexes, with emphasis on the occupation being
studied.

g: let students brainstorm for activities they can undertake
to increase understanding of bias and reduce' stereotyping
in the whole school (examples: ;analyze present school
practices, hold assembly'programs, hbld a Pioneer talent
search,sponsor a poster contest, organize Pioneer Students,
of the Week programs, or any of the preregistratiOn ' .

activities suggested below).

7. Estdblish as a goal Occupational Exploration%ciasses that move
as many students As possible, academics well as vocational,
through all occupational clusters, with .specific sessions oft

''lifetime,planning, options for everyone and, chingingwOk and
family roles.

8. Establish organized program to inform all prevocational students
of the nature of.all vocationaYofferings, emphasizing 'advantage
of eagieoffering for both sexes.

a. make public announcements-and post notices that, both males

and females are not,only allowed but welcOmed'in every (-

course. ,

.L.:"

.,--

b. examine-class assigpment procedures for any formal informal

tendenckes to steer students into . sex.
.

.
w %

44 , co ,identify vend use guidance materials, , etc., that treat
. women and men nonaterdotypically, or (temporarily), that fOcus

on careers for women. _ 1 °

design and print (especially if school hasigraPhicsprograM)'
flyers or brochures for each subjdct area, showing girls
andboys working together. .1

, , :

fi
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L

e. invite pioneering speakers from community to visit lases
or assemblies.

f. hold career days that emphasize pioneering speakers and

exhibits.

give students oppokunity to discuss changing work and
family roles, and ask questions about requirements and

'advantages of each area.

.9.. Involve Advisory Councils:.

. .
-

a. insure that all councils include members -df both sexes'.
Members of the pioneering aex must be individuals .

'to speak for their own sex (i.e. men on BOE
Committee should not simply'be male employers, women
should'be interested in the advSncement of girls -.

no tokens!)

b. enlist.the aid of councils to:

(i) speak to the community'about your efforts.

0.00

' .
',(iii) assure that cooperating industciAs do not

discriminate. , 6q '
0

(iv) assistwith job p a

(ii) find speakers to inform students abourclianging
opportunities. .

10. Strengthen Job 'Placement procedure

a. ',inform all cooperating agencies and employers not
ironly that it is illegal for public schools ,to cogperate fr
'with any that discriminate, but that the schools are

involVed in affirmative programs for both training
and employment and need cooperating agencies', help

in doing so.

b, be prepared to give personal endorsements of your
pioneering students, and provide follow-up to help with .

I,
any'difficulties they may encounter Onthe job.

1

c. remind employers that if a pioneering student or worker

does poorly, they should not generalize that all Such

will do poorly, any more than theyswbuld generalize
about traditional workers.
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11. Take advantage of Community and Public Relations:

.

,.

a. remember that 'all vocational students are photogenic

and pioneeTng,ones are irresistablt "Pioneer"'

'coverage well boost your whole program.

b. invite features editor 4nd photographer (i'beaiihmen's

. Page") to visit your. mixed classes. Write ckes'

,yourself if-necessaty:

c. contact TV and radio news,reporters, invite them to

visit, or provide guesT's for IV and radio interview

shows.

dt provide faculey or stude-nts, perhaps with slides; as

speakers for civic,.church, neighborhood and other

.organizations.

e. set up displays in shopping centers or vain street,

featuring pioneering students.

contact state or nati sl trade and'profess,iosal.

'ournhls, offering shor articles on some phase of

your program, with pictures. Such publications seek

local stories to give :themselves credibility.

I

4 \
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pECOMMENDATIONS

E. SETTING BPTHE LOCAL INSEIVICE COURSE' .

The-following activities are to be carried out by the person
locally responsible for conducting the sex bias inserv*e program.

Our suggested Course outline is in Appendix C.

.
.

'Suggestions for conducting a training instituteItxualify . .

localipeoplg to conduct such.a course are formed in mmendation B.7. / '

(- .
.

NOTE: See Recommendation item B.4.e, for suggestions for, converting,. ,.

this section into a, planning guide. . (See also Appendix E.)
'.

. -
1

glans may follow.anSI'format the staff is comfortable with. We (,

'found a three column style to be simpleT: '

Object yes
(Including dates)

Strategies or activities tvaluation
(includi4 person.responsible)

- Suggested activities (Objectives may be developed,f9r each-number):
1. Decide what reading and study you need to prepare

yourself,aftd develop a time line for getting--it done.

2. Analyze your school-system. What kind Of support;dO you need? Who
must Approve your program? Who can help you? What other activities
are going on that you can'play into? -4-

J

3. Survey your school'system for existing resources.' Pyint?Medial
,People with special expertise? 'Pioneexing.students or workers?

4. Fireplika budget, with items in order of importance. (Don't forget
your salaryl. if your cotirse won't-be held'on school time.)
Survey sources of funding. Some possibilities: staff development,
funds, regular libiary acquisition funds, vocatipnal funds,community
groups with a special interest in schools or in sexism.

. '5. When to give the course? Courses can be given either during teacher
.

.......,' work days, before-school starts, or for two hour sesiTOns, one day
a-week,-either in the afternoon or-evening duringibe .sctc-.---Iterm:
llii,advantage of extending the course over seVeralrweeks is that fe
gives teachers percolation time, for the new ideas to be mulled over,
and for teachprs to notice things in their families and classrooms
that they had not seen before.

o

J

.7

,>1
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6. Length of course.? We strongly recommend at least twenty

contact hours, though many of our trainees did only ten

and some fewer- than that.' HoWever, those that limited

themselves'to ten hours felt that they were just getting

started when' they had to stop. No one who had the full

twenty hours complained of anyone losing interest. One

allowed teachers an additionallen hours of independent

.
study, for'a "total of thirty hours.

7. How large should the class be? Although many courses

limitedgcourse enrollment to
twenty-five, because, the

instruCtor 4elt more comfortable with a small number,

some had as many as seventy at a time. We encourage

large enrollment, in order to reach as many people'as

possible. A large enrollment can be handled comfortably,

if each Spiiibn starts with(a one hour presentation to

the entire group, and then breaks up into small

idisco sion grOups.

4
8. Who should _take the course? Ultimately, the goil is for

every teacher in the,LEA to incorporate an understanding

of sex bias into their -work in the classroom. How .to

accomplish this will depend on the size of the system and

the management style the administration.

9. How to ofganize it?,

-a. Our most common pattern was that the Course'was simply

.
open to anyone interested, repeated if interest warranted.

However, a more planned approach would be likely to be

more'effective in reaching the entire LEA, except in a

small system where everyone
knows each other and word of

mouth spreads fast.
_

. 13'. Some small systems gavethe course to the entire staffk

all at once.
.

7

c. The ripple effect. In middle,siied units, having'one_Ori

two representatives from each school take the course with

'the Commitment that they repeat the PiogramVn their home,

school for their, entire faculty-as well.

..

d. In large -units, we would recon*end represe ntatives from

each school, confined with central office representatives

from each subjectareaT
agai,n'asking for a commitment

that they work with theirOwn group.

Caution : the ripple effect only ' worO with strong

idministrative backing. If teachers were simply supposed

to "share their-new knowledge the gram will die'on the

76 /1
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vine. If no strong administrative follow -up is provided, a

purely voluntary program will likely work better.as fLends

will likely stake it together and fort an.informal support group.

ye. Voluntar vs compulsory. Voluntary assures a happy class.

Compulsory reaches more people, and we recommend it, if it is

handled gracefully.

f. Promoting. the program: Depending on the management style in the

local system, course memberg may be required ;to 'take the course

-01
or it may be 'voluntary.. If it is voluntary, it is extremely -

_important that a thorough and imaginative job be done of inToi'ming

all teachers as td' what the course is reelIy.like before they are

asked to 'sigh up. Our few programs that fairerridid so because, .

either administrators d5 the teachers theuselves-did not under-

_

stand what' was being offered.

(i) Distribute the entire course outline, with a sentenc e or two

describing each session, along with,t e information about

iihen and where it will be held.

al) Get strong written or verbal endors

-:tendent and Principals.

(iii Make

-

-presentations at faculty meetings -= id eally a 45 thinbte

program, speak=ing or showing a filmstrip for_ out ZO

minutes, ,dhen having discussion and questions'.
-sor

Tak- 1 opportunities to Spell( to community groups. Their

:support can be invaluable.
.

- _

(1.)".Let-: own enthusiasm show - it's contagious.

dirai from your Superin-.

n't worx Evenal your, area is conservative or you

=hiVe.never'before taught, fellow tea4lers, don'tworrY: The subject

.- -
. .

,-11s--anhefgntly interesting, and will carry itself-even-if you start

- . ,

-bu6--With.strikes.against you (like. a' heavy-handedly compulsory

:

approich.),,O6t-triinees,were delighted at -Jibe LiTeriness of their''

__-'sr,ca..fps, and:tbe.eitent to
which an under-standing' of sex bias solved

real,*loblems in,repl people's lives. They found they didn'3c ha;.re:

..
tO-.haVesall the, answers, but 'just lead the discussion, and the clIsseS

, -

:ran themselves: % s'.

.

-One last
thought:-.--it-is-not-given to many of us~ to

-in this:world. In leading this program, you 14:11 have

on every girl
,
and every boy that your teachers teach.

-
Mesin..a thew affirmation.of self, or a hole new horiz6n.

,w 11 tell "you.-io:,.- =

'4*

Make a differenCe
a direct impact

For some it will

, Your 'teachers'
-

.4
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F. THE SPIRIT OF4THE NEW PI6EERS k

\\:'

)'

Diacrimimation are evils to'be routed out. Biases are

restrictions which we are strong-enough to do without. A \

program to eliminate discrimination is a program to redress

wrongs. A program to eliminate biis a program tocreate

new ayenues for happiness. Most people are simply trying to

to be happy. They havd believed' that the stereotypes would -,

ake them soc
r

llk
Think of a young man who married a right a lively woman.

He was delighted with her, nothing Was OQ good. r her, and he

treated her like a child. 'Nola, ten rs laeerr, he is angry

with her for acting like a child. His confusion and frustration

are evident on his face,. One can only guess at her state of

mind.
..

A happier confusion shows on the face of a woman who fought

her family for the right to gorback to the job she loved, and

now finds that they are all happier.

The pain of the boy w4o is brainy instead of athletic and

the girl who is organized instead of sexy, tiie self-doubt of

a boy wholoves children or a girl who loves blueprints are

pains and self-doubts we.can avoid. They will best be avoided

by giving happy examples, not miserable ones.

Let usshare the satisfaction of the hupand who felt,

threatened when his wife got a raise, and now shops newspaper

clippings about her to his friends. Let us tell of the joy

in the heart of a woman who was apprehensive when her husband

took a job at a cut in pay, and now glows because the income

.from her job has freed him tp work at what.ke loves best.

There is no room for vengeance or retribution in a successful

program to eliminate sex bias. Rather, we need the reaffirmation

.
that men are still men:whatever work they do, that women are

still ,women, whether they wear coveralls or aprons. That People'

are happiest in' families of some sort, and that fatilies need

npt,disintegrate because of new work arrangements but may i

fact be happier when the pressures of stereotypes are lifted.

'that we can trust men'and-wsmentto be competent in all kinds of

new professions, if we urge them to take themselves seriously.

Theprogram will succeed if i.goes forth in a spirit Of

determination trust, and laughter.

.33.
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.87. Appendix A

IV A. THREE THEMES FOR LIFETIME PLANNING -- Outline

-

-Need for lifetime planning'

- boys look to(careers, aged 30's

-girls look to motherhood, aged 25 or 5

-
students,unaWire 90% of women work for substantial

lr
period,.even though own mothers work..

'therefore girls don't prppare for meaningful work

--boys overlook roles as joint homemaker, father,

4
creative talents

- adults more flexible than teenagers beoamse of wider

experience

:Needs OfTsadvantaged girls and boys

Yt"

- double bind of economically disadvantaged women

- not trained ibskilled tradet.

- lack of cultural skills for "ladylike" jobs

-administrators tend to 'see

.
-"disadvantaged" students as male

.i,"girls" as middle class
,

- therefore disadvantaged girls overlooked

-economic definition of marltOod
- Options, for everyone

- no,quotas, no.cOerciqn

-need to open students' imaginattOns sotrue choice

possibl*e

79
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THREE THEMES FOR LIFETIME PLANNING

As we work together to study sex bias as it effects all aspec
of our' students' 'fives, there are three themes that nay be worth
keeping in mind. These three themes. have emerged i'm'warkina wkt+14
occupational educators all over North Carolina,.aneI believe you
will find they strike a responsive chordwith your whole school

scommun-ity.

The first isthe need for lifetime planning. When teenagers
are asked to project thems.Elves- into the future, to envision
themselves as adults, boys are likely to.see themselves in their
thirties, established in their careers. 'Girls imagine them-
selves aged 23 or 4, as the mothers af young children. This is
something you might like to try with'your students. It would be
interesting to see if geographic, racial or economic differences
show up. Of course, they're both right. Boys most likely will
have jobs or careers, And most girls will be the mothers of
youpg children. But they are both only looking at half their
lives.

Recently in McDowell County we worked with six groups of
Occupational student We tsked them to guess what percentage of
American women worked utside their homesAfbr a substantial period
of their lives. The majority of guesses Rell between 2-5 and 50%.
When I, told them the fa 90%, they were astonished. we then
asked them how many had mothers who Worked. In 4 'groupt, every hand
went up. In one class, one hand stayed ctown, in another, two hands.
For these children there is an impdrtant clash between perception
and reality. Not only do they have an unrealistic perception of
their own futures, but they also have come to perceive their own
mothers as being unusual. Almost every one of them!

Boys, ip looking only .to their careers, are 1-eaving out their
own needs and futu es as human beings. They are overlooking the
'fact that they wi ?C be joint homemakers. Fewer and fewer working
women are-tilling to regard their jobs as a selfindulgence that
they are

are -tilling
to take only on the condition that they still

maintain total responsibility for house and family. A nurse in her
late fifties tells how infuriating she finds it to get home after a
full day on her feet to find her family stretched out in front of the
television and be greeted with "Hi, Mom, what's for dinner?" When
asked why she putS up with ltshesmiles sadly. "I'm the one who
spoiled them. It's too late for me." Dvn't argue with her. She
has to run, her. own life. But she'is avahishing breed. Wen are

.

going to have to learn to cook. .. ..

Furt4er, boys'are overlooking theiF futures. as fathers. Yet
an increasing number recognize that raising children 11 somethlng
they want to be involved in. As one perceptive soul said, "I ' ,

Ant TOknow my children better than I ever knew my Dad."
And boys are overlooking their recreatf-onAl _and artistic needs.

nless they areathletic stars, t 'ey may miss out on lifetime .

`llorts. And they are 'likely not o take up creative pursuits until
middle life, about wheh their wiv s leave g lepoint for a paying
job: 14

4
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The fact is that everyone in this room, even those of us who

are untrustworthy because we are over thirty, is probably more

liberated thap the average high schobl student. This is hard 'or

us to believe. We have a tendency to believe in .the youth cult, to

think that the.kids have all the ideas, and thatif. we jlitrdor't

fight too hard, we will have.done.our bit. Juit the opposite is

the case. A study done in Texas compared the attitudes of sign

school Students Iith adults! The young people proyed to be far

more stereotyped and'traditiona.1 in their'. thinking.,. For instance

41'% of the adults thought anyone ' could be .an airline pilot, while.

only 17% f the students did. One of the most interesting items

showed cl rly that this is a question of perception, rather than

opinion. In answer to the question, "In my home, the hu'sband/father

does none or shares fn the houseliork," 76% of the adiAlts said

"none" while 95% of the students said "none": They are so

-tonvinced that daddies don't do housework that even whenlithey'see

their own father charige a diaperor,carr'y out the garbage or fix

breakfast it somehow doesn't count.

We must rememberghat children have a vested interest in

keeping things simple. It is the business of childhood to learn.

society's rules, and if a rule is simple'dthey like that because

they can learn it quickly and get on to the next one.) Furthermgre,

as wewill see throughout this bourse, they have spent their lives

in schools that are very stereotyped places. ThereforLwe must

actively help them cope _with the complexities that are r:NA, instear

of clinging to the stereotypes that are so comfortingly simple.

This means finding ways for them to start now planning fqr their

whole lives, not just motherhood for the girls and work for the .

boys.

Our first theme,.the need for lifetime planning, is important

for bath boys and girls. The second deals only with girls: we

must focus on and respond to the needs of a group -which\mav be a

quarter-or more oT the schpol population, and whji is dften

entirely overlooked as a group: economically_disadvantacell,zirls.

The economically and culturally dtsasantaged- woman is caught

in a double bind when shelooks' for a job. 'She was never tr

in the skilled trades which pay. well., because that ouldn't be

ladylike. But she Can't get a ladylike job, becaus she i ot.

ladylike. Even an underpaid, fileclerk has to dress well, h-aV

enough manners and gramMar togalk to the boss, a...*sp fort

result is that she end up scrubbihg floors. -

Many of ourspecially'"urped programs for disadvantpgeC stud

are largely male. The og'rams that try t 1p such girls are

likely to focus,nn develo ng middle clash oc al and homem.ak.in

skills, whith may involve a serious cultural put.do,wn. How m ch

better if he girl could learn a trade where the ..ay wo ld such

that she could get to 'Pei middle class an hgor ow ttme
Fo tany'sthool d.dministrators, this grog. is invisible.

you ask them abbut the needs of ditadvan

boys. If,-i another conversation, you talk
.ed students, they envi'S'i

out programs or

girls, they hink of. midlte class girls. wefirst sotaimbled on tits

tendency in meeting -iith adsuperintendent who was. deciding Whethe

_hjs unit uld benne of the, een pil,otqlnits for tgOlatew.,kflteer91.

4 .r
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Project. It was one of thOse sitdations Where-_he' really
wanted to think well arid respond positively,to the' whole idea,

bothered him. He was uncomfortable
)!

but something about it b
every time we said something about girls in vocational Classes.
He kept mentioning his academic students. (Of course, the line
between academic and vocatioiial students should not be.so firmly '

,drawn, but that's another conversation.) Finally; we stumbled
-on the magic words. , "Wha,t. about your disadvantaged giiis?" his
face cleared like the morning sun. "011, yes! WeLva0always-sakd.
the trouble with our vocational programs was that we had too
"little for the girls. That's why we started our nursing program.-
Now, `frOm what you're saying, we h plenty for t'he girls all
along, we just didn't know it:"- T is story means a ,lot to us.
It seems such a clear statement of what this effort is all
about.

tlf!

Although the schools are more conscious of.the needs of
-disadvantaged boys as evidengedby the enrollment in the \\"
disadvantaged funded programff, sex bias and the rig4d
definition of manhood hurts toys too. According to U.S. LabOr

*expert, Eli Ginzberg, "only 40 pei-cent of jobs in the United
States pay enough to permit a man'to support.a family on His
ingome alone .;4 For the boy from a disadvantaged'background
the chances of'hiis finding a job in that select 40 percent.
are very small, .Couple that with the "breadwinner" stereo-
type that so many of us have been conditioned to bdlieve_and you
can see Why the divorce rate is so high, especially in very
coorfdmilies.

A

The third theme that should run 'through our work is the
( importance of options fors everyone. We are not'promoting a

new coercion.. Some folks have visions octhe guidan'ce coun-
selor salting, "Well, Susie, 'Title IX is.ffereand we havd to
get away from that, for if we are'hone's,t, we will admit that'
ere haVe always been Susies who wanted to take plumbing,

but who were firmly told not to be sialy and schquled into
home economics. What is needed is 4, way to give Susie such
a wide experience that she can come toiOnow hers 'elf, and,
make a valid choice.. As long as she can judge herself only
in_relationship t6 a stereotype, she has but et/4 alternakiyes:

'blindly to fit in, or blindly to rebel- Both 1/4E:*:1'terr'ible . 7

'waste of all the wonderful things that are Susie.

1

r/1"SeX and
of bOliti

IA

ocial Cpengelanderok and,Vengroff, Department
1 Science, Texas Tech UniA,ersitry,.l974."
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Appendix B

E T. A 11 T E I 0 P U B L INSTilyCjION

ST.ATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

F R AN1 D, U 1-s
t ,

TO.: North Carolina Fducators.

11 \LEIGH

rpnm: Amanda J: Fmith, nirector, '4ew Pioneers nroiect

SUBJFCT: FlAmstrir% "V" (LAD I 'm IN(.F11! T1" ("Lp T ' pea'

. ,

Thank you for Your interest in the suhject of sex 1-.ias in euv lig
education`. T'n hope that 'the filmstrin; ".1."4 n LAD T',5 ,i cpri 7.1%.

-4GLAD vy,,j, nr!ltii..p. act s a teatalvst, the starT.i.grg ',lace enr

an effort that will prow.' o he 'nosh fa.lcinating and fll 1 of

optimistic imnications fhr the future of. Our rovs and' r rl s.

a

...a, ,
_.. . ..

Objectives Of This Filmstrir,,. ''A , .._

_ ....., . , ---. r

1. 7'o answer, the general guestions: . -
. f

t . . , r.
. -What: in sex; bias?

- ,A;;1-low do ...e recognize it?'1 . .

-What effp.ct does i,t have on girls and ,bovs?,
, . . .

-what can we do about it?
.. a > -

2%. To stimulate *die:cUssion.
..,.-. -.

.. t.

3:: To motivate educator's 'for' the e1r.vrs1 orlr,r(Ft of q-)1.; 4

-concrete strategies, for the reduction -of 1.i..a.il in
, . heir- school syster.IF,.. ' , :

1 N
t \ -

. . Relationshin To TilL1.6 TX. .

Title TX 'o f the :P.172 rueation Act rirohil its discriri?-on
by pex-. Thi4. filinstrIb doe"s 'not deals. direct-1v' -i '. ""'--1.-. T": s

I
SW

lthough..,itS use t'abuld }'r' 1,,highl.ar.nrdstia,t.na r +. '(-) ' "out'
effort to 'corpr.lv ,..ith this legif3lati.-ib. mitle TX deal -''... th ./ .

diacrimination; tboO'civert actions ..thich car 1.e .erpvee .;" a
..

couict: of law: Such act i o.ns , i neeui tel..) 0 of ffnr; nr,,--- ;n a -.1'10P4c-.
or oCcurational ccrurs.2 d.c.-ciatted oni" .fer-ene -e:-, 'er i n'ttanr-^,
'are a serious nrohlism, lilt t1.0,, Arn%nnl t-'-'n. t-;^,nr."'n irng^rri.

"'his ilrintrin eal-. Iifl-, 1-"r upderli-e acsum.e-i on,: -0 out r'r-
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and women's natures and roles, ...hiChAke all share, and
which somet$mes.seem to justify ,e dincrimination.
subject of this slide nresentkion,de.:On with matters n4
_educational.suhspnce, riot s.i.mnlv comnliance.

.Suggested Audiences.
.

1. All nrofessional educators'

2. PTAs and other interest;i.d.communitv grow-is

3. 'Older students, 'nrohahlv. hiah ,chool level are' 11(..al.,;

(Family Life) Career r.uidance, ocil Ftudies,

Suggested nDrkshon rormat.

The running time of he filmstrip is ?5,minutes,
addition, wP stron v recommend that "r'i allow time for

discussion afterwa d, at least twenty minutes, nrPferahlY
longer. one good format foe a t.,*do-hour'or)-shon oul-d hrs.

a twenty minute discussion of the technicaltties of Title T .,

followed by the.f,ilmstr'in, fo]lowed b' aenPral discussinrdh
Twenty miput4 or o at the end of,the aeera1 dic'cujn,441,
%should berdevoted to snecieic stratealeA teat teachers -ould
like to see jmnlemented in their .

Narration.

.Tkie--,filmstrin comes with a.,taned cassette. narration. re-ever,
if you wish to read it yourselves, fora nersonal annrear..-.,

a tynescript of the 'narration is ericlosed.

e . s

4.Leading the Discussion. .-
.

If vou.are lucky, and your groun uninhibited, You will have,
sciine neonle exnress strong agreement ith the idea, in th;s
filmstrin, and others with serious renervet4ons.
vou/have,toinrOvide a definitive answer for kverreurlt'on '

raised.' It is nrobal?lvi-otter to .let resnonses febr, 111

questions com' from ot)(r memhers of the Millence. "rder -

standing sex hies is less. a matter of dvnloninp a sner-rlli7e-)

expertise, than a"mAtter of develonina a no way ,r)..f
at Qur pn lives, You have All .Che-neoessary raw.raterls
in the room with you:. It is imnortant to rememher that'-evo-

the most extreme negativecnmment ho14q a rTra.'-.. o'

'genuine-ctSTIpt,:rn that 'is s'A.ared by man, neonle ip the roor.

It is far'better to have these feelings in'Dnen
tliAn to have.an audience which nod, nrillitlY and doep.,0-a-

.0

Un]rmplved.

1

O.

.1 84 ( L
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Possible Ftrat,emies For The'rlimination of t'ias Tr Yrur v-it.

1. Fxaminatiori'of school - produced nAtrrial- for tLp
elimination cif sterPotvned larguagr or nictur4s.

2 Purchase Of non-biased, sunnliMentarY matPrialr 'go
4 library and classropm LISP.

Deverodment of the. abilities of both teachers an,(1.
st4dents ,to, recognize stereotYnes'in 4:t%nditional
texts. It' is not necessary to condom the text-,
insidentallY; the object is simnlY to let studert,.
recomnize and discuss the Aer(''2otvres.

7 4. ThP development of%s tronm, unbiasc0 careermuida70
nrorvAse strrss licetirne nlanning for
hoth boys and airls.

';')

-al
5. ;The develonment Of sneciZunits-of Stud,' of sex 'ins

in such curricul.as Pow, FconomiirS',
and Language Arts....

Di5tribution-.)

Studir-1.4

It is our nlpasure and )1-ivilege to mal-e this filmstrin .....
available fr'ee. However, as e do not have one for ryrrv-
unit in the 'state, ve.do hayP two rogliests: 1) Plea Tar
an organved coffort to give the f°i/strin the wid.<-Y-r nosq;lic.
'exposure,in your unit. i's, a minimum, nizose arrange for" all.
teachers' to see it. -If "ou can extend i intlkth,-, commu-itY!
so much the better. Pecausp sex bias rermeatrs-rnerr- ac-Tect-
of bur liVes, 9i.t is extremelY diffj.c414-to cl'oriLat it effec-

,

tilielyrwithout supnort of the e:ntirP school farm l ". Lim;ti.ng
. this filmstrin to occurnational teacl'ersspondarY teach.ercl,

or any other category' !Pill reduce its effgctivenrsJeven for
..,those who have seen it. 2) Let us have it hacl- w i4r Y611 ',,nyr

. worked 'it dry.
. *,

r ..N

:) hitiatipn.
1

It t:;d11 maYe a rig diffel-rnce.to.tbo.succ'ess cif thelo-rine7rrs '
,

0

..., Project if -You will make the effort to 1.0p;1 us rnsted nnyoqr
use of:thil filmstrin. FnclPsed are s.evrral evaluation 'ihr-sete.

tp lease fill them out a) s You go along, and ,end cult, 'stet to 11';'

ei/orli month Or so. You will 'notice t',1t
/
our rurstion- nre

i rather subjective. cexllias'is not A rIllani:itiv0 "iS41^:".."'
need to vnov the' reactions of vou''Ind Yeur -eonle, "- ri-nlze .

.this nuts\ an extra' f7rder on you, qo ril,,aco 10,t- I1 ill1227:1-Tip%

. ahexcl of 'time for makino thi*extrIn Wort.
. ,

8

B.

Finally: Haw, tin! As You si nnprdote's ,.ith ,--c- 1i (11-11nr,

77= nroha5ly- fimd that studYing -om ; i, 1 ic3 1 f,11-c-7-%-ai. ..:

and orAtive surjeCt. '',4'''; fnr acoq 1 tn 1',1,. :171,1 'r! ",11.7;)e,'

, can .nlay a

I
i1
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NARRATION 1- ('LAD I'M. A SHE! I'M MAD T'm A HF!
.

-414*

F2CUS
. T. M PJAD . . 7
. /Produced By

Special Cons...

New ioneers
. N.. C. Dept'. P.uhlic Dist.

Rnecial-Thanks To ...

v..

(statue) Americans relieve in a constitutional right to freedom.

ve can at what-
_

(notter) rreedom to be ourselves, to do thej)es
ever jobs we choose. 11

(girl) We think of childhood as. a time, of freedom.

(girl E4 boy) A' time of shared adventure. ,- ,

Th(trees) !en a child growslostraight as a tat]. tree...

/ .-. .

(fishig} Free as a running stream. ,

, .

(girl 'in pink) *Yet the business of children is fp learn the shane
.

of the world. To help them we need an understanding of true freedom.
r a

. ,
.

(girl in field) True freedom needs self-knowledge and,,self-discip ine, *
for we cannot develop ourselves if we do not know ourselves.

(slat house) ° Nhy self - discipline? NOt "just because", that frustrat-
ing phrase of childhood, but from an understanding that human heings .

must be both productive and constderate in ,order _to respect themselves
and,each other.. , $ .

. 47 ' i ..

. .
.

' (fence) 9014 free a;re we-
.,
really? Are there some values that we' teach

as ,thev were taught- to

/
us , "just because'?

a. .

1 ,

1 1

(groPpr FdPcators tryLto . 1p each child develop as an ind dpal. i

Todac', many North Carolina ducators are beginning to--wonder if sex
bas may deny both: boysOand girls 'the`self-confidence to be genuinely
,free. .4 . ' P

,- -.

' ,(T)5A nriet) ' the World is Cha4ginge, We 'have; opporttinitieS uqlheai-d
.-.-A-40..gepe;-ation.ade. '41- , .

. n

/ -. - :,,,,,-,. /
. ..

.(t:eachet) ' T,'e, are ..parning .t.fiat hen ''can he loYi'm teachers.
..., ii

. ,

,;JM,00-. ;that women' are lailfsv an quceessf.ui...,. W fa
e

.

... I, t ,
-101j_Idozer)* in fields ,thev- wou14,.fltiver have ctinsi dereci a , fpl, veais., 0,, , i'
:arn..1Yet.'how manv.high'schdol student today are real lei th.,0 frep?
!,q6u1"d' a7,,h0N;':he'd,!mbarras'sed to alm,it that -le ants to be a nurse or'
'teach' kindergarten? aould a- gir1 Fiqpe free to enter a machine shop?
l'f ,not.:,. m0,, noV?,- - .

4 ,

L

1,
4

, # 0
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(sw-bias) Sex bias -.whet is. it? j
. (forester) It's the underlying network of assumntrEins which says

that men and women are different and should he different, not only
Physical ,v, but with different tastes, dOferent talent6, different

Ipersonalities and doing different work. And that children who do not
fit the,exected paqern shbuld he helped to fit, for their town good.

(Home.Ec.) 'Sek bias grows,out of historical assumntions,which may
have been useful in the'oaSt, but which many edubators are now begin-

.

ning to questiori.
i

_

. (carpenters) Itis no one',s fault. Both men and women have hisses .

Both are hurt by -them.

. (sewing) Eliminating sex_bias means seeing peonlei as 1110iidulls
4

rather elan as average's.

.
(masons) -For instance,-if 'a narticular job can be done by eighty
nercent.of men and only thirty percPnt of women, those women should

still have their chance: Furthermbre, the men who are unsuited for
it should not be made to feel inadeouate. 1

(hairdress fs) One prominent North Ca,p.1..i4an sums up the,advantAaes
of reduc cf,sex bias, this way: "Wider horizons foi *omen .., langer-

I'lives -4......or men,."
e 1 "

w
N

. (babies) How does it work? Sex' bias begins at birth when a baby
is weapned in sink, or blue. This color coding is imnattant for many
adults as a cue for how to treat the baby. liri babies get kised.
Bciy babieS. get tickled- or.nupchPd. . .

. (boy And girl) 'As children grow421der, narents give sons And
daughter different toys', different clothes and teach ti-ihM different

'crames. 1 ey even .learn different vocabellirieS. . . ,

,
.,

. .
. 4.

. (two girls). girls ate-taught to he_peonle-oriente . boy$,tp:e
.machine oriented. Both these Orientations are q fthev fitthe,
nersonatlAyofthe individual. -. ,

i .
s, q

. (radio) But a'bov who is taught t :stilly }'is emotions, or his,

interest in ;human beings, is :just s maged:ae,a glarl who is taught,

. that it.ii*J1nladylike 'to he 'interested in machinery.
'

. A,
;

. (three Women) Is this kind of unhrinai'nq necessaryoffor children tol
'- develop a strong sex identity? 2r. will they learn mor from strona

role medels?,-- mothers And fathers who enjoy being 'female ancj r;iale, '

. .

regardless Of therw9rkthey do, or theirpersonakitr, traits.,.

. t
St, , .

'i.
. (Cl&ssroom), As teachers start searching for bias. in their ownschools, .'

.they fled some sUrnrises, Many schools are more stereotrneds,then t? 0,

putsidefWorid. For,instancei injlinderaarten, ard'all.the blocl's and

' fire enqi.mes in one porner of the rooni? Are all the dcials and to i ,

sets in andther Corner? rvenAt no;one'tells the childi'en:.t4hg.te

I

.

nlav, whatido You think they wit do?
7

(S. .

1
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(ho, and girl) .1411.at would ?Lannon if A bov nlayed with dolls?

. (girls) Or girls played with trucks?
n ;

0 4
. (baseball) Kindergarten teach.ers.-are well aware that boys hive-'-

diffiCUlty sitting still and flaying attention, whereas girls resnone
nuicklY

. .

to this environment. tould it he nartly because boys have
been sent outdoors to run, climb. trees and ,nlay baseball, while -.1"
girls have been kept indows with:dollA and coloring hooks?,_

. (sad boy) Is it all right for a t;ov to'ery? It may he that sortie
women cry too much. Could it atso he that some men cry too little?
RITalcam a teacher 'do if they hear someone being called a sissv?

. (kids touch -ball) 'hat do mean by the word "tombov"? Why is a
.

girl4 who likes to run and nl v ,out-Of-doors considered acting like
.... a'hov? Wouldn't girls act thiS, way?

b.

. (mirrors),, Do parents hope .that their tomb d. titers will "grow
, out of it" and start acting like "little ladies "? -Why is a airl's

. .,-

innearance so very imnortant? ' '
. .

(hook) Let'sexamine our textbooks: lohat values are theypteachr
along with the "three Rs"?, As the,cover of.this book shows, girls -

are often simply, absent. One 1972 study demonstrated that inmost
story hooks bisere are from.2-6 stories about boys for very one ,
about a girl. e

..,
. _

. (girl and boy) Alir}s are usually shown playing quietly "indoors. If
they are active, they frequently get'.in trouble so-that their older
hi-Others can' get tfiem out of t.:

. .

.

4(boy: and rope)., Fyen, worse, hestilip towdrds girls is often r

accentahle. .irls learn to nut theffisdlves down, saving things lil-g,
"Thu kr* howtitunid I am," or "I'm -just a- girl, but T knowonouah
not to do that." nirls.rarely put hoys*down. In fact, thovare
Mord likely to bolster male egos with praiM like, "Oh, Raymond,
boys are so muah's-tionger:than girls." *t

.- . -. )

, 1 .

Z 4 . .

F hil on horse). SoMe-nub4ishers are trying tb:ehange, as-in this
cture of S1.01. Luddingtorir whc rode tb warn New Yark State' farmers

"that theBritiAh are coMing:!'400Sofer, however, even in the4., new
hoc*.s,,the-re .is still a heavy, of traditionally male domitrated

16.
,. ..stOories rt '

. , i
. ' .

. .(b.bv in' ree): ys, on/ thA other hand,lha've a very different image.
They:are'shown, courageous,nfohleM solvers. This six=yearold
boy can handle oth an angry mother hear and a hornet,'s'test.

. .

. '(burglars)

.TF they gdt
-come

-7. may olace a

iv) to the "

.

s arr. adventurous and often save neqnle,from:dariger.
o tmuble themselves, they; face the' danger,Yand

The -images arcs nresented at TIAitiye, but the./
eavN4' burden: on some boys who think''thnv have to .live
Herman" thlage. r

ts

) P
i __,..
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(av'ciream§). .-What do Our .textbooks give girls to loo.k- forward to'
(the :stray..showed that by the fourth (-Trade, girls' iMaOes of their
euturii are limited to four...teacher, nurse, 9edretai.v or mother.'

a

(*otter- &,...hahv) The role of. Mother is nredominant. ' indeed,- it as..

nresented.as'-a girl's ideal andlonly goal!.
_

.
,

,.(mother & daughter) Yet, the true m o t h e r-

is mi'ssing froni7c;:iar children's books. ' , . .
(hii)gs) -Nothers,--'ne4tier seem to hold a job outside t -e. home. They are
usuall,, in the kitchen nreparing food or cleaning n. sometimes they

orare warm and, loving, but more often, th-ev a:re shown .as fussy., unnleas-
ant nags who are terrified of dirt, bugs: : . '-

. . .

(nicr) or any other variety of ,aniMatth -t.t4eir. children tria,P drag, in,.
.. -,

.

ten with the. aid 'kof dad, only to '111*. ther ruin. the fiin.
. a . .

i .

(mar.) Nlen have a -far 'wider ranee of. occ ations Wand tCersonalities.
They are seen as vital, important reonle wortincLoUtSide the HoMe in. -
ae-wotld bustling with activity, .

-

(man in chairl but whci, as soon...-as they' pilfer th-e 'hOuse.; take' off
their shoes and nick un the news-naner.- reariStic thi- s;,terms, of tb-daY.'s ..orld? .

._

. ...

(man & sink). Today',-s' realities: !gothers.who.vcirk: autS-ide the
*home - fathers _who work inside the home -r.a.re' mis.,-iiii-g. from this

:,.so;called _ideal nicture. . -- . .
, . .

many. (sad, hpy) Not all children,abSorh these' iiTues,,hut Inany do. : Tn
fact, when ter own liyes (ion" t fit thee- ges7soitle' children tend
to ,blame tie selves or their f arni;41 ie.s::7:2;fit "real. iinofinTO.ee. on i t -go. .. -

),..
to work, he- aps my mommy is bad, or clAsnj!er-love ne...-. -

*/

(boOks) What cain ,we do ..aboutbilsed .texthem-&-F.5.
suppl imentary materials to halance.,,,our, nieskS-enbf fer ings
.ferr snecia_l studr. ..Second;---w should c'rit-e "nublisher
bopic commit-teed. stressing pur need fir mate'rialg and has
that -'s-liotra. menand, wei n in eguitable'7.rot6s-.-

rtti,ise
nci allow
and text.-

i textsi,
-

./-
01 . , . l'- - - .

(class) ,Thirti and' mo.' t important., discuss stereotyries ditre tly w' th
children:_.-nne. third ?Trade teacher ren-oited to hrcr--4stc5-riis. nt t'iat- ...
her- cliildren.".s-relUC-fince- -to read _evanoid "bd .af..t'er; "the -alli.oWYN -eceri,.. .-
to .;comnaie...tlie -s,tereoto5 es ..;rin,_ their: stot-i 's .Witti: their. .61itn, more vai-ied .
1.*Yes-,.,. ....it -,..2';-; -...:-..- - -z..---- - ."-=------- . . ' -... - ::. -.` --

.
.

T.",ian sChanges.--..r.)- Tqhat Sap.rea ...49...at-ildran-,,row, ocler and start
exa irking the. Wor/ci._ otits'ide, their .imin cliate families? .rii-t what

. -
. -aho

-'1,1

I1 i_rlerl

-:---:.
--42---::-';

.., .

. ".

-hpar.-.'-WhXt 5 ..o r.-nental. -f,ictUre" c you hear;
"I:arty/ tar( dev_ploned .taxis for f-arri,

r -

..;,,, t o,

- - f'
- .; 7.- -
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. ("Woman Changes...") Sunnosing that all Your life you'd been hearina A
abou't "WdYnankind", or "The World of Women?" would you have a differ-
ent inrireesion about the relative irnortance Of men and women?' Tech-
nically, of aourse, Moan " does refer to both men and woM-015. HoWev&r,
children are literal minded arip word imageS are stronger than natrammar
rules. Just ask a man horn he feels when teachers are .alwavz referred
to as."she":- Voultl,..it he hetter nerhans to sav'"reople",' or Nlumanitv"?

.

. (list) .Make list of famoub Americans. Now many are men? Now many
are 'omen?

(womanron horse) Danie l Boone w s on that list. Have you ever heard.
of Anne Bailey/ the Wett Virgini. scout who once saved him and his
entire garrison?

B.

. .
.

. ( da R.) e;eorge Washington Carver and Martin Luther King were lisoted.
H w much do we know* about Ida B. wells, a founder of 'the NAACP? In
the mhined indexes of eight nonular social studies teXts, there .

are.oy r eleve-n hundred men liyed and on]v thirty-three women. Is .

it true that so few women did anything worth mentioning ?.

. (Mcm8-Curie#& husbanA) Even when a woman such as madame &riri is
incfuded, her achievementsmay be lessened.hv the suggestion that she
was merely .a naner to a more important man.. What can we do?-gocial
tadi.es teachers:are'finding that 'students enjov researchinn the
omen we never heard of, and both hoes and girls are eager tb discuss
hanging roles: 4 ...

. .

. (wo,flan teacher) As teachers become aware Of the attitudes i'mnlicit
in the textbooks they use daily, .femaLe teachers' esneciallv are-dis-

1
maned'. Proud of being women, leading happy fulfilled lives as work-:
inn wives and mothers, the last thing they want to do' is project
negative)imaaes of airls. Yet as they itTn inward to examine their
-own nractices and attitudes, they find at the smallest incident ma,
accidentally reinforce'tfle stereotv'nes. .

(ho "" and nrojector) Perhaps they ask thepovS,to cairy hooks or, worl-
te movie Projectors and ask the aiils.to.hringacoof-ies to the plaAS'
narty. Couldn't girlS carry thing's or run, the nrojedtors too? And-r too? z

boys who like to eat cookies might Ise 'glad td Make thpfi! -AP
,

\

, (car) Mnr,teachers will 'Unknowinglw under ut-a girTs effort- tict
take'hersclf seriously._ For instance,sunn se a girl takes an 1
exnloration course in mechanics'and her teacher,sa,,s; "Now Vqu'll
linder;tand'when you hov triwd.ta1.1-4q about,his car.'" what is "that
teacher' assuming? M-td what is the'crirl really learninn? Or mane a
t8acher will sg, to a ho''! who has4made, a mistake, "no back apd do.it ,0%
again until ou ket it right." To aiel vith the s&P,- failUre:
"Pere, hone, let me hell, iiou.". ,,,In boy learns self-reliance: Thn'

girl learns to lean on others. ,.. ,
.

.

AI

92
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(t'ennis net) et's examine our nhygical education- and athletic ,

nrograms. Pow much money is snent on girls' gYm eouinment?
..J:nifOrMs? TransnortatiOn? Which teams hold hake sales when the
money runs short? .

1.
-.

(tar of kar) Are girlslearnina determinatiOn in the face of `r

.

1:,

t: ".

-
. - .

(high jump) Are they developing the skills that would earn ter an
athletic Scholarship? Or...

. i
.scholarship?

...-.

(cheer leaders) are theVvmoe y cheering for boys?rs

(,bov on stens) And how much damage May be. done to a boy who is made
to feel inademitite because he's either not talented, or not interesteA....°

_

(feothell'Eeam) athfeti,ts?
. '

(7arnentry), Finally,, let's look at occunational nrogram!s.

(sewing) Are they really onen to,everVone?,

(tve dying) Boys enjoy making.clothes as
-

well as girls;
)-:

(eleqtromic'repair) And girls could earnlligh salaries in, the
skilled trades. But even if the gasses are officially onen,i many
students do not feel freer: to Trial0e untraditional 'choices.

4 D

. :.

(girl & leaves) What is the result OE
:

a lifetime of sterecit,mingl
Economicallvdisadvantaged girls" are dauafit in. A double bild...
steered away from the skilled trades,Oedause these are unladylike,
andibarred fromjladYlike jobs bavause (af-cultUral disadvantages:

'hut are unahl to becau$e they y-lack tfchnidal or social skills
Indeed, weff7 workers tell us that many recinients want to work,

skills. ,

...,.
.

1- ,;
.

(airr & "?"):, Academically talented girls suffer also. Stddies
show that although girls get beAer'giradesin.high school than boys,
they:are less likely to belie' that they cart do college work. Thew-
may actually be afraid to Sucd4pd. They may nretend they are less
intelligent than they realv,are.:, 'Ianv:choose Careers that don't
reallv,Chalaenge them. Why 1.4.03;:s?* .

.

-;
- .., it . ..

t ..A 1:. ..: $.-

(tennis nlayerl Are ttley afraid "t',,° their femininity 1Then she
.,- , IP 1%!

,won the tennis. thatch! _Perhaps slicrrav reinforce femininit".
;,..--,0",

!:. . !,". ! i
("glinful-emnlovment") Boys may fectiat they are"caught in a worl-
tran...valudd more for the size of ih4.ir navasickS than for themselve-
as inqiyiduals. AndiAthev mav.;cievelontosti.li iW against women if the,,
perceive women as "having things eaSv1., while men StIouldet7all-the
rosnonsibflity in a difficult world, 4:

...:. ,
.

.

... . t.. .
,

(runners) Some may even feelthat.t'.e. 'Otter what race they run, 040,, i
sliv,>t collie in fitlt in order Co nrovthdiArmanhold.

I,

. t

ks, .k . :

4

VI
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. (groun) Yrnat can 1./e do? First, tall. .=:hoth adults...
4-

op
, .

(two desks) and students. *Ve cap share wfth.each o her our own
fpeelinasabout,sex hias..*.how'we..baye felt ressure.d or limted.
what .'e would like to see.channe-d. "that w would like to ren stay

, r, the same.
,..,,

. "(woman counselor) Schqol counse/ors conce ned about sex bias feel
that lifetime planning for evervonr, mum beeome a major goal%
Presently, 1;ovm-focus.on their cAbersloverlooking their roles as
--husband, father and joint homemaker. .' : 4

_

. . .
;

. (male counselor) (lirls look to t ).e year
,-...,c

s of early marfIage and'see
themselves as the mothers of young c ildren, overlook acr. their roles
as,wage earners. The* are unaware'tha 9 out'of.10' merican women
work 'outside thb home for: a good'meri of. their lives, that marriedv.,
women average 25 years. 4 ,

.
. , .

(career file) rirls peed to hefel,ped to see that work ca
hannv, fulfilling addition to thi-ir age, rather. thah see
in terms of divorce or some ot.1,' di a. er. Indeed; many -w
renort relating hetter.to husba d and children when'tkoeyieind.ful-
filling work of their own. .

(chart) Counselors can hcqn students Budge j s.in terms
jobs' true rewards and thestudent'_s_own_trUg___Interests,
by tradition

(nrinter) Is she less ofN,a..,:voin

a

ng it
en

enUrsery school) Is he lel
children? In fact many counse_
stronger ,r-itheir masculinity a
aualities as an inherent part
outside factor like nlayinq w

job.

of thorp'
ther than__

B. -

.1

i hecalaseshe
_J

a man becauSe he works with voting'
s fe41 that'hovs and girls wile

Ptheir femininity if they se e

themselves and not:denendent on7§0.co
the. right .toy 'or nlafining for the

4

(gym) Already some-positive results,are er?erging. Some North rktolina .

schools integrated their gym clasSes several yearS avo. t

s

q showing

'...

(car standing) inc f North Carolina occur ,ndtcato
national leagershii, by opening their rogramS to everyone.

.

(carpenters) The u" arW enthusiatic. . 2

(foresters) The facultv4yen more so.
.

I -, . .
. .. -,

.
(mortar) 21,11 over the state nennlejare saying morale has'imnrovPd.
The boys are 'behaving 'better, .the hovs are wor'ving harder and...

4 It
yr

(mPchanicf0- the girls are makina Pretty adod mdchanics1

(lab) Bo,,,s are entering Health occunatioh4...

4
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(getting table) and in many places, boys in Home Fconomics. aro
.lo er even unusual.,

4111.

(clt membeis)* .Occupational Youth Clubs are working
ke sure that all their cVssmates understand what
as to offer and bsaning to make everyone feel welc

territory. '

(livini room).'Perhans rt valid con/ern o-f,educatorS,.who
doubt the wisdom educin4 sex hias, is the fear th it may in
some waynr e instability in the future-lives of their students,
nerhans even the breakdown of the traditional family.

''family on sofa) qowever,.several thousand year of experience
indicates that human beings are hanniest in families. Thfamily
is not likely to disappear. But the details of',its organizaticin
ma" have to change to adapt to a changing iprkd.

Ihasketball) Ts7.2 yqung neoplo develop into tronq, self-
,

reliant indiyidEals who cean.meet ho new challenges, gragn the new
onnortunities, and in their turn raise a new generation who o

flexibly meet whatever surnrises may waitlin-
.

a dh man. Let mp show my manliness net by fighting

-/
.

(laugh4r) but by einq a real nerson with a.full
emotions.

ogether to
ery d%Urse
e in unfamir

v

.hAnpily and
century!

(boy) I am
or by 'being tdlig

. (smiler) If f/m happy; let me leiugh.

I'm sad,lion't.(weeper) If tIlame me for my

(crirl) I am a young woman. Don't limit my

(three girlS) Don't make me to fit the
individual.

rum of

tears. I, too, car cr.

horiz

averag
S

when T'r an

(wood pilp) Don't pity me if I'm not beautiful. T must do more
with my'life than starid and be beautiful.

(two girls) Help me be free!!

> ;

r
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SUPCRINTENOENT
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.

fate al Mirth CCaralUm,

tuperintrnbent of "Public 'Itstritction

ValtiO '27502,

Appendix C

Invitation
Packet, '

Second
Year.

,May 5, .1 976

t I

R E M 0 0:.Ac4,U'M . .

:

..

perintendenf
. Inservice Coordinator 1

OccubatIonal Education Director or-Planner

FROM: A. Cray Phillipis
. . t

SUBJECT: New Pioneers Summer Institute II, To Train Instructors For Local Jnservite
Coure;On Se4 Bias In Public Education ', -

.

We are pleaspd to i6orm you that we will be able, to repeat last year's highly
successful'New Pioneers Institute on sex bias ih public education. This program
will qualify one-person from your unit to teach a certificate renewal credit

.'course to,your teachers. The experience of those who took part last year was so
positive (see enclosed follow:up report) that we cvi recommend this program to

you without restrvation. Itwill help you give educational substance and depth
to your Title IX cOmpliance'efforts, giving teachers the opportunity to understand
the importance of reducing sex biai for all of thir children. It. will enable you

tp shift.past requirements of legal compliance into the substantive ,areas that so
many of us arefinding exciting and optimistic: The-course will' cover bias against

men as Well( as women, occupational and social stereotypes, textbooks, athletics,
46d the'.:students'.own culture.' A copy of the course outline is attached. ,We believe

you an bassyred that youi- teachers will be participating in,a stimulating, ,creative
7

end positive experience.

When: Jurie 21. -25, 1976

Place: The,Lliltop.Inn, Burlingt9n, Nbrth Carolina

-dAPPlicatinn Deadline: FridayoMay 21, 1976

.Eligible LEAs:

.

ki/
Reimbursement:

Any unit which a) did not take'p'art last year and b) is 'prepared
to make a commitment to give full support to thelocel course.'

Reimburkment of tr.-00 and 'expenses fOr'a,limited'number of
vocationally funded teachers; or certified guidance counselors

is available.
-

If.the-1;61,unit wishes to nominate someone, who'is neither
vocationally funded nor a guidance counselor, we can still accept
these participants, if the local unitwill meet their expenses.

97
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' V

Expenses are refunded at 15 cents per mile 'from, their school to

Burlington and $23 per day subsistence aflowahce. Registration

- t
fees, are refundable. ..

4 t N

. ... ,
l , ,4 4

/ T

ReneW41 ,Credit; The Summer Institute Is a pne-Weecourse fOrwhich three certificate

- : renewal credits may be awarded to you'r nominee., As participants are

being-trained to teach anentire course, no credit will'be recommended

if any session is missed.
.4440000140§roo04**."-

The course which karticipants will be prepared to offer on the local

. level will be designed as a twenty-hourOurse, worth two certificate

renewal Credits. It is suitable fo'r all teachers.
.
-

,

Who You Should Nominte: _Nominees kneed have no prtviouS experience in the field of
vA

s

sex bias in education; they need only be professiona who

,relate well to others.

As the enclosed f011ow-up report Indicat s,
Variety of approaches, and you will'wa to,t

progr m to fit your needs. The two sic p

to of the course on an individual basis

as long a 'there is interest; or to use

effect," training representatives from
repeat the material for their fellow
reaching all: teachers relatively qui

. While we realize that your plans /a
be tentative, it would, help the
have some idea of how you,Would
proceed in your unit.

A

Please:indicate the approac

'plan, topublicize the,progr
available, Aether yObwil
'yoursChPol system -&-thr

. °- well as youf nomi'nee's b
1%. Please add any special

We're loajng forfa,ard to sharing phis exciting e

f:Acp/AJWdvs

,

`.

sr.

;^

11

e are a
for your

terns were'
repeating/it .

e "ripple
ach school who

achers, thus

ly.

'

thi time must still

w,P4 eers 'staff to

ike to see the, course'

h you lan'to take, how-you
at resources Willbe

off, r-the tburse-thhugh
community college, as

and and qualificatkes.-.-
or advantages you may have.

nce with your representative.

ugh
kgr

eds

pen

qr.
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NEW PIONEERSUMMER/IATJTUTE:.
FOLLOW-UP REPORT ON LOCAL COURSES',,O ':SEX BIAS IN EDUCATION

r , Apr i 1 1:97y

.. , , _

,
/

In June 1977, the' New ioneers_Pc*am conducted a training institute for ..
representatives frOM fort/ -six lo-cal-units, qualifying them to teach oetifi

renewal courses on sex 'es it educatfon,in their local units, In Marth,

we helda FolloK-up C ference so;that.participants could share-U, s, and

se that the New Pion ers'staff oduld-refine the approach 'fort Summer

pistitute II. Y, ,- ....,:'

'..-4, i '',,-"" f
' ,I

Who Took Part? Forty;six LEAs: .

, .-:

7'.. ,

..,

.,1

.44 County Units: Avery, Buncombe Ca;dWell,e,ColumbUS, *4, Davidson, Duplin,
Ogecombe, Winsprr Ga tdiy,,Granville, Halifax,

/,
Iredell; Lenoir, Martin, McDowellIC aiAotte/Mecklenburg,
Montgomeryy/Moore,.Mewlianover, q an etR)ohmond,,Sampson,

4 Surry, Fake, Wastpgtbn, Watauga; -V 664 Milks, Wilson,
''il.."

1 ,

City 'Units: Asheboro, .As ille, Eden, Elm, /Fai,/ 'Greensboro, Greenville,
,Hickory; ,r ston,,Lumbertbn, Maiton h 1kesboro, Red

//Springs hqjbyTarboro, Weldon'.
.

=

( ' "1 .' .4.'.'
.

l'he Teachers: For ,were vocationally fundedior uIdince, knd represented

/ a d'st all areas bf-vocational' edu Aloft. ,Six-more had their,

C.

xpenses paid by their local dnits ..71,*,), included elementary

teachers, librarians, and cetal ffit,Oe people. What a4'1

, these teachers Had in common' as a ',00tStanding abiliteto
relate to others. It was eltiar t fgbal units had Orefully
chosen their represdntatives th re:4s a general feeling 'at

the cofference that this was an u 4,SUil group. , $

/4
..'

f
..1

Or an ti if Local Courses: We tad forty-six u J. and forty-s0 ways of4-,
doing7thin some samples:' , -

- ,..,4,.,, . ' '''!1:. ' i
,..., V t '1 ;

e
(

'....4.pnentratealleffortsicAugustworkdays Only t w' oLinits followed this

P out a memo in September making course availa10# anyone who is interested,
,;tt '

- ,

on a irst=t6ffid, lied;- served basTS. Typical Ofrthis'approa6h was-R(114.ex--,-,..

Cocnty. They tad an enrollment of about twenty-OVeand participants were
so enthusiastic,that they'ptan to hold the,cour§eagain.'A,This was the
comMones,t pattern, and colwork well inia,SmatlY,Mit wherg everyone knows
each.other. %One drawback: the dangeroOf albwre0ollment, ifteachers
are not.weli-informed as to the content of thourse. / -: .

, -Using teacher wonk daYs.for general information 'about the0course to be given
, .

during the.fall. ,In most units, a period :6f One* tWO toUrs was Ueed to
show teaOhers the filmstrip and inform till abbUt Subdebt.matter of the

course4 'Then theysigned up individually. InweIdon City,. al) teachers had ,'

..four two-hour sessions on.sex bias'in educatfOnr! Then fihose who wished to .

coneipue.took'an additional.twelve hqurs, OviOgihemItrio renewal-creditS.'
This,gave all teachers basiO information, andiarlOwed_sOle to specialize.

-SoMeonits,did not get started tn time to make Use:0 1411.6 August work days.
,

4

( ,

They achieved..a:timilar effect ,by'having Oe intrdOduct7pry filmstrip shown

,
t

/
tn faculty meetings, as a prdview of coming 'a ctiots,.before-teachers

vslgned up for the course. ( %*1
1 N
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Dinner The Hilton-Inn

Evening: Fl)eFest4val

Wednesday a.m. V. 'What Does Bias Loa Like? - Textbooks And Languaae
,

-.-.'
.

. .

-Bias In Basal Readers, Math, Grammar; Social Studies

'.:rN.---......,-,,--'

Texts )?Everywhere:
-Doe's "Fie And She' Really Matter? , .

. -,HOw Do We Re6o9nize Bias And What Do We Do,4out It?

Thursday

Lunch The Hilton inn

p.m. IV., What Does Bias Look Like? - The Hidden Curriculum ,

- Things YourBes Friend Didn't Tall, You Because They

Didn't Notice Them Either' .

- Kingergarten Toysl School Clabs, Teacher Behavior

-Athletics And Physical, Education

,Dinner - On Your Own

Eventng:- klovies*And'TV - Pick Your Own:

a.m. VII. Student's Culture - Psychological Impact Of Stereotypes'

-Popular'Songs, Magazines, Dating PAterns
-After Year's Of Stereotyping, How Free Can OurStudepts

Really Be? How Can We Hel-p,Them? -

Lunch - On Your Own

p.m. VIII. Strategies

-Involving, feachers
-Involving Students
- Community Relations

Dinner'= The Hilton Inn / .

Evening - Free Time For Planning,

...

Friday a.m. IX. The Double Standard = How It Causes Trouble
ev

-Social Expectations .
i

-Sex Education - Does It Help?
-Couns,Ottig The Unwed Mother And The .Urivied Father

Lunch - The Hilton Inn
,'

j:: ,

.
.. :

,

.

p.m. X, Two Cultures - Why Meh And Women Respond Differen )y To
Identical SituatiOns; Thereby Confusing Everybod What

'To Do About It?
Plans And 'Strategies - Final Copies Due
Wrap Up And Evaluation

4:30 Adjournment
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NEW,PIONEERS' SUMMER INST TUTC1I

The Hilton Inn,'Burlington, N rth Carolina 27215

Jund 21-25, 1:76, ,

A #

A summe institute sponsored by the Ne Pidneers Program, to train instructors

.--for local' it ervice courses on the implicat MS of sex bias in,public.education.

General Format'For Each Seision:

1.c Basic Presentation

I. General Discussion
3. Materials s.,And Resource

4. Development Of Strategies

Each subject area will include t e implications of sex bias for both men and'

women, and recognize cultural, ethnic,and economic variations in patterns of,

stereotyping.

.Monday a.m. 8:3O-10:00 L Registration
10:00 - Opening Meeting (warning: we are Compulsiitely prompt!)

I. The Eliminatibn Of Sex Bias Why.?

(.' "PM GLAD I'M A SHE I'M 'GLAD I'M A HE!",Filmstrip
,

Lunch: On YourOwn ( -brUg,Y,cur bathing scot)

p.m., II. Male And Female

..Whkt J4J-he RelatiodsCip Between Biological Differences

d Soial,Reles For Men And Women?
-Hfi'Do We Develop Strong Identities As M4les And Females? ,

ily Roles - Changing And Unchanging

HOspitall y Hour
Dinnpr:; ilton Inn - The Fielationshib Between Raciaf-StereO-

- ' es And Sex Stereot es: Implications For Teacher

ducation = Speaker: Qr. Elizabeth Koontz

Tuesday a.m.% III'. ia's Hurts Men-- Or, Men Are People Too!'

. Lunch -

p.m, IV. Me

.

Men Stranuers In Their Own Homes?
I

Ulcers And Heart Attacks The Birthright Of Men?
edoms Women pave That Are Denied To Men

..-

Your Own

VOrk-- Women's Work

e Themesor Lifetime Planning
Would Women Be Interested In "Men's Work"?
ouldsMen BeInterested In"Women's Work"?,

101
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A PLICATION FORM

"I'M GLAD I'M SHE I'M GLAD''M A HE!"..

,
I .

loneers Institute 41, For Instructors Of Inservice Courses On Sex Bias In Public Education

A

NTACT PERSON

SINESS TELEPHONE NUMBER , .

SINESS ADDRESS
.

,

e wish to offer an inservice course on sex bias in publiceducation in the fall of,'

976, and are prepared to give the,full support of our ent'ra1 Office to making this

ourse a success.
/

TE.
7

Superintendent Inservice Coordinator , Local-Director

/
Occurtional Education

We applied last year and wereturned down for-lack of space. Please give us priority

this year!' /

i

i

,

e wish to nominate the following to be trained as an instructor for our local course on

ex bias.in public education:

ME

CHOOL

4
OSITIONAIELD/S EJECTS PRESENTLY TEACHING

HOOL ADDRESS

LEPHONE cNUM@ER

ME ADDRESS-

LEPHONE,NUMBER

)*IBORSEMENT (CHECK ONE)

Our nominee is . vocatIonally funded, i'Certified-guldaiice cOunSelo.

7-7 We request (Fiat their expenses be reimbursed by the New Pioneers Summer

Institute II. .

Our nominee .is neiti'Ttr vocationally funded, nqr a cert1410 counselor

and their expenses will be met locallc. . WV"..

GANIZATIONALPLANS (USE BACK OF PAGE OR ADDITIONAL SHEET 4' SEE 0.414-tILLIPS.' mf* AND

ATTACHED FOLLOW-UP, REPORT*FOR IDEAS)

102
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EXCERPTS J'comrlrfs FROM. PARTICIPANTS
NEW PIONEERS -SUVER INSTITUTE

JUNE 16-20,-1975 -.- ,

THg ROYAL VILLA' - RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA '-'

..

C

Appendix D.

- . .,

:"Atthe oUtset,-I was most apprehensive.: I now feel equipped to ,

'se,t out on a venture that I feel will be most challenging and

rewarding'! I'lL nead, More Preparation, but I'M ready!!". .

4t5,,' ,
,

"Overall impression - very good, well done, very practical...
worthwhile professionally and personally as a persbn and father."

"I feel muchbettee,prepared fon teaching a course on sex bias

than I did on I have been elacle'actively aware of a-
nuniber'of my own personal hex- biased opinions thAtI did not
even know Ihad!"

,

"B o"Being Black, I knew we hacilots f bias we had to break through,
-but I Aidn't know that the white female had that many."

"My one aim will be 6p ,pro uce as'many facts as possible, discuss

'these with personal. experi ces from the group, and let each

indiV'idual draw their own c
I

11 ... I can'really appreciate my husband and men more. nen and.

women can feel,freer to become -.it is just a matter of awareness

pointed out .with'a positive attitude."
,

"The one thing that has impressed me-so-much was atmospheire.
throughout this workshop. Everyone (almosp,...\had felt so free.,

to expres's their opinions. The instructors have been so. "doim-r

to:-earth".
%

"The subject goes so deep that I f.eel,that it has "something

for everyone"."

"pest overall conference I hava attended - including facilities,

meals, prcimptness, atialificatIons of staff. Especially apprqciated

the notebook handouts:" .47 .
,

. ...

.
,

.

"I am definitely one of.those_who wonders abol# having been 'in the

dark' -for so many,years -- accepting and taking'So much for granted."

"... as my mother has always said, "Your best is the inAblet'you ean.-k

,do", and I have been chtllenged to reach "for that-hem this week."

-

.* "I feel that I will be a better wife,-mother,, grandmQther and
teacher because of th4^awareness of this area, as it play an
impoetaht part in detrmining thd future as .well as the predent

imll human development."
.

,
,

, .
a

.
..

,
4
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.

"I am excited about g?iing,'Ipack and heloingto open neWworlds

to.fellow te.*bers, and hopefully, to my "oh?so-lictry" harrow=.

minded students, (8th graders) who are trying'so'desperatel,y to

fit into society's man arA woman role."-. .. '

. ,

(-L
-

.

"I have two dau hters, and' quite naturally -, r`i.eant evexy.opoor- .E

tunitv for them,b t I want them to accept rdsnonsibility with 'the

opportunity." . .

i .d

.

..- ,

"I am more prepared for future pbsitions that may become, available,

whiii.chbeforeg would not have evert thought of considering.",

-
,

.

.

"For me personally, I think i can live with myself more comfortably."
.

"I wasone of those who was -given the "you will attend the course,

won't you?" line before coming. I.fully-expected'to be boiled_

stiff.... To my delight; it has been inarve1ous! My only, negative

. feelings at this poidt=are ones of physical and-mental-exhaustion.

It's like being in the middle of a week of backracking - -, so '

kired you can.harcrly take another step, but knowing that there are

., so many beautiful overlooks, wild flowers 'aria icy streams ahead,

that you can't wait to get to the next,

, .

.
.

.

"For ,me personally, I think I can live with myself more comfortably.'
. .

,- I.I feel-stronger as y bman as in my place professionally, as' a
mothdr and wife." ' .

"I feel that'when I return to my uriit and begin to make prepar-

ations to_ conduct the Se Slas.In7Service Course, I wilt- receive

1full cooperation from my administration and superintendent..."

"I'm sure 'we'lll get good backing at home." -, .

"I am lookirfg forward to phishis.opportunity of sharing."
.

.

:'First conference I have' v.er attended that really prepared foe

all situations - hitting be smooth and rough snots'- very

profession -ally run - shoi a much concern'for individuals Atending."

IP"
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PLANNINGGUIDE FORNEW PIONEERS INSTITUTt fRAINEES,

-

.115.

4

Appendix E;

There are. two types of plans to-be considered: planning for the

trainer and planning for the teacher. Some 'ofyou-will both be ,

7
` .

trainersand_teachers. Some of you w1.11 be training'train4rs.° e -

, In any ctase, ce, everyone who takes this course Should eventually . .

prepare a plan for themselves as a teacher. f .
., 1

, rsl.....a . l -

General Planning Techniquea-.Each plan should hav e th ree components:

1. A liit of objectives with target'dates r'

1.

i
.

i2. a list /of strategies or activities by Which you wili meet those
. ..

. -

..
objectives.- I'

3. FOr each objective one or tore 'methods of evaItation;'which
,

.

..:.

will ansWerthe question,. How do you know whether you:met yoor
objective or not? Is anything ifferent-now because of your
activities? ' " t ' .

t

. ,

Most people ae a tfiree-column format,thoughyOu.may'use 'an format
.

with which you are comfortable, .
vs,

, . -
1

. . .

,Planning for Trainers. What has tiNhappen between today and the
firstday of your course, to make sure that you are 0 the ;best
possible shape for_d:successful experience? Your pl4n should be
a road map-FUhich dill guide-you from here to there, and keep you:out,
of the ditch. ' r

I '
.

..

.
.Questions: ,

. .

1. What further reading or studying or other activities do you
heed to do to prepare yourself? When and how will you do.it?

2. What sort of organizational and moral support do you needfo,
accomplish your goals? *ho needs to be informed? Who can

help you? °.
.

S. What resources alreadTexistin your LEA -- People? 'Materials?.

4. What sort of financial support will you need? Where will..you get

it? How many sources of financial support can you think of
o . .

5. What aq, the logistics Of, setting up your coarse? Where will

you hold it? How will-you decide when4tohold it? Hot) will you'd

get the materiali you need? Will you use guest speakers?,
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6. How sill your course be organized? Fill it be for individuals?
-Or fjar trainers?. If trainers, will they represent schools?
Subject areas?' Will you include any students.oe.parents?

How.will youpublicize your course?-.B.emember, this is the most
crucial part of all. This is where you will make or break the
success of-your project, How will ybu be sure teachers really
understand what.you have to offer?

z.
Planning for Teachers.

r

1. What further activities wi+1 you undertake to continue4your
increasing understanding of and awareness of sex bias?

Whom will you be working with? Administrators? Fellow 'teachers?
Students? Parents? Community organizations?

3. Do you need organizational or mbral support for-any of the
activities you would like to carry out?

4. Do you,need financial support,for any of these activities?

5. What changes will you make in,your..day to day acel1Aties and
behavior?

'

6. HoW wi ll you work with your basal texts? upplementarYlmaterials?
'Materialq made inlyour classioom? .

.

`7. Can you influence what texts,are bought in the future?

8. Will yob,make any curriculum.chenges? Add any minicourses or
special units?

9. What kind of class' projects, field trips, guest speakers,- etc.,
would be' helpful?

10. What projects ean,your student undertake so that.they take the
responsibility for their own learning?

a
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